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Abstract
Samayamantula, Sri Prithvi Samrat M.S.M.E. Department of Mechanical and Materials
Engineering, Wright State University, 2019. Development of a Computer Program for Unsteady
Heat Transfer Coefficient Studies.

At the present time, the magnitude of transient convective heat transfer is approximated
using heat transfer coefficient correlations developed for steady state conditions. This is done by
necessity, as transient heat transfer correlations are not readily available. There is a rare transient
heat transfer correlation in the found in the literature, but the number of correlations available can
be counted on one hand. In addition, the literature does provide some plots of Nusselt numbers for
specific cases of transient convective heat transfer, but these are limited to the specific case for
which they were developed. The work presented in this thesis is a first step in an attempt to produce
heat transfer coefficient correlations, in the form of Nusselt numbers, for transient single phase
convective heat transfer.
The primary objective of the present work was to develop a computer program that
simulates transient convective heat transfer for laminar fluid flow between parallel plates. This
objective was met; and this computer program is described in this thesis. The fundamental laws
upon which this computer program are based are conservation of mass, conservation of
momentum, and conservation of energy. Essentially an unsteady, two-dimensional, Cartesian
coordinate version of the Navier-Stokes equations is used. These equations are used because of
their physical fidelity in simulating convective heat transfer; in particular, their ability to simulate
transient convective heat transfer. The developed computer program simulates both transient
velocity fields and transient temperature fields.
The solution of the governing differential equations describing the transient convective
heat transfer between parallel plates is carried out with a finite difference numerical routine. The
SIMPLE (Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure-Linked Equations) procedure is used to handle the
coupling between the momentum equations and the conservation of mass equation. Since all
thermodynamic and transport properties are taken as being constant in this work, there is no
coupling of the energy equation with the momentum and conservation of mass equations. Thus,
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the energy equation is solved separate from the momentum and conservation of mass equations.
The details of the numerical procedure used are described in detail in this thesis.
To prove the accuracy of the developed computer model, a detailed comparison of
computed transient convective fluxes is made to published transient convective fluxes. This is done
for the case where a fully developed, steady velocity field is used and only the temperature fields
are undergoing transients. Detailed results as a function of time and position along the walls of the
parallel plate flow channel have been published in the Handbook of Convective Heat Transfer. The
comparisons produced by the developed computer program to the published results are extremely
close but differ slightly in certain regions. It is the claim of the author that this proves the accuracy
of the computer model developed here. The differences that results are probably due to small
inaccuracies in the series solution used to obtain the published results.
In addition to comparison results, convective heat transfer results are presented for the case
where both the velocity and temperature fields are undergoing transients. It is found that for the
case studied, the velocity field transients end much quicker than the temperature field transients.
There are differences caused by adding the velocity field transients to the temperature field
transients as compared to the transients caused by just varying temperature fields; however, the
differences are small. Also included in this thesis are detailed results showing how the temperature,
velocity, and pressure fields change with time.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Convective heat transfer has been extensively studied since the 1950s and earlier. As part
of these studies, a number of correlations for steady heat transfer coefficients are available for a
large number of geometries. Some geometries extensively studied are flow over a flat plate, a
cylinder in cross flow, flow over a sphere, flow inside a round tube, flow between parallel plates,
flow in a square duct, and flow over a bank of tubes. Steady heat transfer correlations exist for
other geometries as well. Many of these correlations can be found in the Handbook of Single Phase
Convective Heat Transfer edited by Kakaç, Shah, and Aung (1987). Many undergraduate heat
transfer books also include a large number of steady heat transfer correlations, such as the popular
undergraduate heat transfer books by Cengal and Ghajar (2015), Incropera and DeWitt (2002), and
Holman (2010). While many heat transfer correlations are presented in these sources, none are
presented for transient, or unsteady, convective heat transfer. There is a chapter in the Handbook
of Single Phase Convective Heat Transfer written by Yener and Kakaç (1987) that specifically
looks at transient convective heat transfer and presents plotted transient convective heat transfer
coefficients for a few internal flow situations; but no correlations are presented.
For this reason, it was felt that one area of convective heat transfer that still deserves some
research is the production of transient heat transfer coefficient correlations. It may be that this is
not possible in a general sense, because of the way temperature fields vary with time; however,
this may be one of the few topics within the subject of single phase convective heat transfer where
new research results can be produced. It needs to be stated upfront that the research work presented
in this thesis does not attempt to develop heat transfer correlations. The work presented in this
thesis is the computational tool development portion of a longer range objective that seeks to
develop transient convective heat transfer correlations.
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1.1

OBJECTIVE
The main objective of this thesis work is to develop a computation tool to compute heat

transfer coefficients for transient convection conditions. This is done for single phase, laminar
flow between parallel plates. This internal flow geometry was chosen for two reasons. First, flow
between parallel plates is a simple geometry that includes a great deal of the physics of convective
heat transfer. This geometry includes an entrance region and a fully developed region; thus, the
computer model includes the physics of internal flow and external flow. The external flow physical
insights occur in the entrance region where both the bottom wall and the top wall have boundary
layers developing that do not interact with one another. This is very similar to flow over a flat plate
with one difference; the fluid velocity outside the boundary layer increases in speed in the flow
direction. Nevertheless, the entrance region of the internal flow configuration provides insights to
external boundary layer flow. If future transient convection researchers choose to eliminate the
accelerating velocity outside the boundary layer so the computer model exactly represents the
classical flat plate boundary layer, this can be done easily. Switching the computer model to a
strictly flat plate boundary layer model is simply a matter of changing the upper wall boundary
condition to the uniform free stream values and making the separation between the two plates
large. The second reason for choosing this geometry is that unsteady convective heat transfer
results exist for this geometry. Thus, it is possible to check the computer tool developed here
against published results. This is an important step in computational tool development.
A few transient results from the two-dimensional, Cartesian coordinate computer code
written as part of this work are also presented in this thesis. The main result from this work is the
comparison of transient convective heat transfer fluxes from the newly developed computer code
to those from Siegel (1960). Siegel presents transient results for flow entering a parallel plate
channel where the wall temperatures undergo an abrupt change at a given moment in time. This
subjects the entire flow field to transient thermal development. The velocity field in Siegel’s work
is taken as being steady and fully developed. This is not a limitation of the model developed as
part of this work. Heat transfer results for the case where both the velocity field and the temperature
field are undergoing transients are computer and presented in this thesis. Velocity field transients
are injected into the flow by abruptly changing the inlet velocity. The temperature fields are made
transient by using an abrupt change in the wall temperature. The computer program developed
here computes the entire velocity and temperature fields through time as they change and return to
3

their new steady state values. Of course, the wall heat transfer and the heat transfer coefficients
are also tracked as a function of time.

1.2

NEED FOR TRANSIENT HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS
The driving force for starting research on transient heat transfer coefficients was modelling

work done on ground source heat pump systems. Ground source heat pump (GSHP) systems are
devices that utilize low temperature geothermal energy located in the earth to heat and cool homes
and commercial buildings. A number of ground source heat pump systems are used throughout the
United States (Liu et al., 2015) and right here in the Dayton, Ohio metro area. Ball State University,
located in Muncie, Indiana, heats and cools 47 of their campus buildings using geothermal energy
(Renze-Rhodes, 2017 and Im, Liu, and Henderson, 2016). Even with the present low costs of fossil
fuels, ground source heat pump systems have the lowest operating cost of any home or commercial
building heating and cooling system currently used (Long Heating and Cooling, 2019). This holds
true for many areas of the United States. The reason for these lower operating costs is the moderate
temperate and relatively unchanging temperature of the ground a couple meters below the surface.
Even one meter below the surface of the earth, the ground temperature only varies by a few degrees
Celsius. In the Dayton area, the undisturbed ground temperature is 11 oC. For building cooling
purposes, 11 oC is a wonderful heat sink for 20 oC heat from a home. While a heat pump is not
required to move heat from a 20 oC source to an 11 oC sink, it is still operated in this case to
enhance the rate of heat transfer. Quite obviously, a heat pump moving heat from a 20 oC source
to an 11 oC sink will operate much more efficiently than a heat pump (air conditioner) moving heat
from a 20 oC source to a 35 oC sink. For building heating purposes, an 11 oC heat source is still
good. Moving heat between an 11 oC heat source into a 20 oC heat sink can easily be done with a
heat pump. Compare this to an air-to-air heat pump trying to extract heat from cold outdoor air at
-5 oC, and move it into the building at 20 oC. Quite obviously the GSHP system is going to perform
much more efficiently than the air-to-air heat pump system. Even compared to natural gas furnaces,
a heat pump can still be the cheaper option. For many operating conditions, the heat pump will
deliver 4 units of heat energy for every unit of electrical energy input to the heat pump. For natural
gas only one unit of heat energy can be delivered to the home for every one unit of chemical energy
contained in the natural gas. This means natural gas must be one quarter the cost of electricity to
be less expensive than geothermal energy.
4

The aspect of a GSHP system that is more expensive than an air-to-air heat pump system
or a traditional air conditioning system coupled to a natural gas heating system is the cost of the
equipment required. GSHP systems are always more expensive than an air conditioner cooling
system coupled with a natural gas heating system. The GSHP system can be 2 to 3 times more
expensive. This high initial cost is what limits the number of GSHP systems in use. The component
that accounts for the difference in costs between a GSHP system and traditional heating and
cooling systems is the ground loop required.
A GSHP system requires hundreds to thousands of meters of tube be buried in the ground
near the building being cooled and heated. For a very small home, 100 meters of ground tube may
suffice. For a large commercial building, thousands of meters may be required. The purpose of the
ground tube is to absorb heat from the ground in the winter time and reject heat to the ground in
the summer time. Flowing through the ground tube is a liquid such as ethylene glycol that
transports the heat from the ground to the heat pump. Convective heat transfer occurs between the
fluid flow through the tube and the sidewall of the tube.
The convective heat transfer between the fluid and the tube wall needs to be modelled to
properly size geothermal systems for a given application. At the present time, this convective heat
transfer is modelled using a steady state heat transfer correlation. However, the thermal aspects of
flow through the ground loop tube of a GSHP system is rarely in the steady state regime. The
transient nature of the flow through the ground loop occurs because the GSHP system is
continually being cycled on and off to properly supply/remove heat to/from a building at the proper
rate. This causes the inlet temperature of the fluid to the ground tube to change. This also causes
the fluid velocity in the tube to change. In addition to the temperature inlet conditions changing,
the temperature of the ground around the tube changes as heat is extracted from or injected to the
ground. Thus, the way a geothermal system is operated means that transient convective heat
transfer between the tube wall and the fluid flowing through the tube is the norm instead of a
condition that just exists during short start up and shutdown periods.
At the present, steady state heat transfer correlations are used to calculate the heat transfer
from the tube wall to the fluid flow through the tube. This is probably a conservative way to size
the ground loops of GSHP systems, but it would be nice to have an understanding of the differences
produced with steady heat transfer coefficients and transient heat transfer coefficients. This is the
motivation for the work being proposed here. It is realized that GSHP systems use round tubes for
5

their ground loops and flow between parallel plates is being modelled here. In the future, the
computational tool developed as part of this work can easily be changed to flow in a round tube;
however, for the two reasons mentioned above it is felt that flow between parallel plates is the
right way to start a study of transient convective heat transfer coefficients.
There are many other engineering situations where accurate transient heat transfer
correlations may be the better way to model the convective heat transfer that is occurring. This
would occur in many situations where heat exchangers are used. Most heat exchangers have fluids
flowing though enclosed ducts. These enclosed ducts can look like flow between parallel plates,
flow through a rectangular duct, flow through a triangular duct, or flow through some other shaped
duct. Any heat exchanger that is used in a piece of equipment or system that is cycled on and off
will be subject to a great deal of transients in the convective heat transfer. This occurs in furnace
heat exchangers as well. Siegel (1960) mentioned in his paper that the reason for his transient
convective heat transfer work was a need in the nuclear power industry. While it may be that these
systems need to be sized and designed using steady state convective heat transfer coefficients, it
is wise to a least spend time studying transient convective heat transfer.

1.3

CONTENTS OF THESIS
This thesis is composed of five chapters. In this first chapter an attempt to provide the

reader the rational for undertaking this project was given. While the work in this thesis is only a
first step in the process of obtaining transient heat transfer coefficient correlations, it is an
important first step. In Chapter 2, a short review of the literature available on transient convective
heat transfer is given. This is not meant to be a comprehensive literature search, but it does show
research on transient convective heat transfer coefficients has taken place, and it also seems to
highlight the need for additional research. Chapter 3 displays the bulk of the work done for this
thesis. This is where the mathematical model and solution technique, which was programmed in
MATLAB, is laid out. A detailed mathematical model and solution technique has been developed
which provides detailed results. In Chapter 4, results from this developed computer model are
presented. The key result is the comparison to the results presented by Siegel (1960). Results for
both transient thermal conditions and transient hydrodynamic conditions are presented. The
primary results presented are heat transfer coefficients in the form of Nusselt numbers, but
temperature, velocity, and pressure profiles are also presented. Lastly, in Chapter 5, a summary of
6

the work performed is given and some discussion of the future work that should be done is
undertaken.

7

Chapter 2. Literature Survey

There appear to be two main reviews of unsteady convective heat transfer that have been
published. The first review was published in 1987 and is the chapter entitled “Transient Forced
Convection in Ducts”, by Yener and Kakaç (1987) located in the Handbook of Single Phase
Convective Heat Transfer (Kakaç et al. 1987). The second major review was published in 2007 as
a paper in the proceedings of the 2007 ASME International Mechanical Engineering Congress and
Exposition, entitled, “Transient Forced Convective Heat Transfer: A Review”, by Padat (2007). In
fact, it looks like Kakic was a major transient convective heat transfer researcher prior to 1987 and
Padat appears to be a major transient convective heat transfer researcher in the 1990’s and early
2000’s. Another paper by Padat (2005) that should could be looked at as a review paper is simply
called “Transient Convective Heat Transfer”. As stated by Padat (2005), “Many works reported in
the literature deal with stationary velocity and temperature fields, but only a small number deal
with time – variable boundary conditions, either in forced, natural or mixed convection.” This is
one of the reasons why this thesis work was performed; to add to the body of knowledge on
transient, single phase convective heat transfer.
Because of these two substantial reviews works on single phase convective heat transfer,
the literature review in this thesis is broken into two major sections. The first section is labeled
Early Transient Convective Heat Transfer Work and the second section is labeled Recent Transient
Convective Heat Transfer Work. The early transient convective heat transfer work includes
published research up through 1987; and the recent transient convective heat transfer work
includes published research from 1988 onwards.
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2.1 EARLY TRANSIENT CONVECTIVE HEAT TRANSFER WORK
Two of the most active investigators in the late 1950’s through the 1960’s are Sparrow
(1957, 1958, 1959, 1960, 1968) and Siegel (1958, 1959, 1959, 1960, 1960, 1961a, 1961b, 1963,
1963). In fact, Sparrow and Siegel worked together on some of these papers. In the 1970’s and
into the 1980’s, it looks like Kakaç (1973, 1975, 1979, 1983, 1987, 1987) took the lead in transient
convective heat transfer. Kakaç is also one of the authors of the transient convective heat transfer
chapter (Lenner and Karac, 1987) in the Handbook of Single Phase Convective Heat Transfer. On
top of this Kakaç is one of the editors of this handbook (Kakaç et al., 1987).
Prior to 1988, transient convective heat transfer work seems to have focused on internal
flows. Two geometries studied were flow in a round tube (Sparrow 1957, Sparrow et al. 1958,
Siegel 1959, Siegel 1960, Sparrow and Siegel, 1960, Schanatz et al. 1975, Campo and Yoshimura
1979, Lin and Shih 1981, Chen et al. 1983, etc.) and flow between infinite parallel plates (Siegel
1960, Perlmutter and Siegel 1961a, Kakaç and Yener 1973, Lin and Shih 1981, Sucec and Sawant
1984, Kakaç 1975). The primary way in which the temperature fields were made transient was
using a step change in the wall temperature (Seigel 1960, Perlmutter and Siegel 1961b) or a step
changes in wall heat flux (Chen et al. 1983). While the bulk of the early work focused on transient
temperature profiles that utilized steady velocity profiles, usually fully developed velocity profiles,
there is a small amount of work that included both transient temperature profiles and transient
velocity profiles (Perlmutter and Siegel 1961b, Kalinin and Dreitser 1970). Velocity profiles were
made transient by altering the pressure gradients in the flow. It is interesting that early work
included both turbulent (Sparrow and Siegel 1959, Kakaç 1975, Kawamura 1977, Kakaç and
Yener, 1979) and laminar flow situations; although, the amount of work with turbulent flows is
much smaller than that done with laminar flows.
A key early investigation for the work being done in this thesis was that of Siegel (1960).
This work produced transient wall heat transfer results for laminar flow between parallel plates
that used a fully developed velocity profile for all locations in the channel and a step change in the
wall temperature to produce transients in the temperature field and the convective heat transfer at
the walls. Siegel obtained these results using a series solution,
𝐻
∞
∞
𝑒−𝜎𝑛 𝐹𝑜 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝐹𝑜 ≤ 𝑓𝑛 𝜉
𝜋
𝑏𝑛𝑚
2
(−1)𝑚 (2𝑚 + 1)] { −𝜏𝑛 𝐹𝑜
= ∑ 𝑏𝑛0 [1 + ∑
,
𝑘(𝑇𝑤 − 𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑙𝑒𝑡 ) 2
𝑏𝑛0
𝑒
𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝐹𝑜 ≥ 𝑓𝑛 𝜉
𝑞̇ 𝑤

𝑛=0

𝑚=1
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(2.1)

where 𝑏𝑛0 ,

𝑏𝑛𝑚
⁄𝑏 , 𝜎𝑛 , 𝜏𝑛 , and 𝑓𝑛 are tabulated constants given in the paper. Enough constants
𝑛0

are given in the paper so that five values of 𝑛 and five values of 𝑚 can be taken in each of the
summations. An equation is also given for the temperature profiles in the channel, but no results
are presented. The nondimensional wall heat flux shown on the left-hand side of this equation is
plotted in Figure 4.1 of this thesis. It is the results produced by Equation 2.1 that are used to check
the validity of the computer program developed for this thesis work. Siegel (1960) also shows
results for laminar flow in a round duct subject to a step change in wall temperature. The transient
nondimensional wall heat fluxes are very similar to those for the flat plate channel results shown
in Figure 4.1. Siegel uses a 7-term series solution for the round duct solution. While no results are
given, Siegel provides a method for extending the range of applicability of his technique to cases
of arbitrary varying wall temperatures.
Following Seigel’s (1960) solution for the steady velocity – transient temperature case,
Perlmutter and Siegel (1961b) included a transient velocity profile in their analysis. The velocity
profile that they looked at was made transient by abruptly adjusting the pressure gradient. The
pressure gradient was then held constant at an increased value and the velocity field was allowed
to adjust from a uniform value of zero. A simplification made in the transient velocity field was
that it was not a function of position along the round duct. All axial locations had the same velocity
profile at a given time. Perlmutter and Siegel present wall heat flux results for the case where there
is only a step change in the pressure gradient after the fluid has been subject to steady heating; and
the case where there is a step change in the pressure gradient in tandem with a step change in the
wall temperature. The first of these two cases are an attempt to isolate the effects of velocity
transients on the heat transfer.
Another means by which transients can be injected into the convective heat transfer is by
altering the inlet temperature. This work has been carried out by Sparrow and De Farias (1968),
Kakaç and Yener (1973), and Sucec and Sawant (1984) for the parallel plate channel. All these
investigators looked at cyclically varying inlet temperatures for a laminar flow situation. The inlet
temperature was uniform across the opening, but varied with time.
Work on transient convective heat transfer for turbulent flow through circular ducts and
parallel plate channels was done by Abbrecht and Churchill (1960), Sparrow and Siegel (1960),
Kakec (1968), Kakaç (1975), and Kawamura (1977). All of these investigators injected thermal
transients into the flow by varying the wall boundary temperatures. For the most part it was a step
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change in the wall boundary conditions, but Sparrow and Siegel (1960) put forth an analytical
technique to handle time varying wall temperatures. Kawamura (1977) presents both experimental
and computational work on transient heat transfer with turbulent flows. The turbulent part of the
analyses was handled using eddy diffusivities for momentum and heat transport.
2.2 RECENT TRANSIENT CONVECTIVE HEAT TRANSFER WORK
The primary investigator of transient convective heat transfer in more recent times seems
to be Padet (1994, 1997, 1997, 1997, 1998, 1998, 1998, 1999, 2001, 2002, 2003, 2003a, 2003b,
2004, 2004) Another investigator who has a significant number of publications in this area is Mai
(1994, 1997, 1999a, 1999b, 2002, 2003, 2003); however, it should be noted that many of Mai’s
publications are with Padet. There are other investigators who have worked in this area (Brown
and Kakaç 1994, El Wakil et al. 1995, Wakil et al. 1997, Jang and Chen 1997, Ha et al. 1999,
Yeong et al. 1999, Cheng et al. 2004, Yu et al. 2004, Bhowmik and Tou 2005, Wen and Ding
2005, Dongsheng and Ding 2005, Liu et al. 2008, Shahzad, et al. 2017, Li et al., 2017), but they
do not have the same volume of publications in transient convective heat transfer as Padet.
In the late 1990’s and early 2000’s many more investigations looked into forced, external
transient convective heat transfer. The primary geometry being considered was flow over a two
dimensional wedge where the thin flat plate is included as a special case of wedge flow (Rebay
and Padat 1999, Rebay and Padat 2004, Lachi et al. 2004, MIadin and Padet 2001, Polidori and
Padet 2003, Liu et al 2008). Transients are generally injected into these flows by a sudden change
in temperature or a sudden change in heat flux from the wedge surface; although results have been
generated for periodic heat flux boundary conditions. Other interesting external flow geometries
studied were that of an impinging jet (Mladin, and Padet, 2001), and that of unsteady axisymmetric
flow over a radially stretching sheet (Shahzad, 2017). All these forced external flows investigations
kept the velocity field steady. Another interesting development in the study of transient convective
heat transfer that occurred during this period, is investigators began looking at transient natural
convection (Ha et al. 1999, Wen and Ding 2005, Bhowmik and Tou 2005, Polidori et al 2003,
Polidori and Padet 2003). An interesting aspect of transient natural convection is that transients
injected into the temperature field, cause transients in the flow field. In natural convection, the
velocity field is intimately coupled to the temperature field. Thus, keeping the velocity field steady
while varying the temperature field is not natural convection. Filling in the gap between forced
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convection and natural convection is mixed convection. In more recent times, a significant amount
of research has been done on transient mixed convection (Mai et al. 1994, Mai et al. 1997, Mai
and Popa 2002, Popa and Mai 2003). While the work occurring on transient, internal forced flows
seems to have decreased during this period from that prior to 1988, there were only a few papers
found studying just one fluid through a single tube or channel (Brown and Kakaç 1994, Yu et al.
2004, Li et al. 2017). In recent times, transient internal forced convection heat transfer studies
started to focus on heat exchangers (El Wakil et al.1995, Lachi et al 1997, El Walil et al. 1997,
Jang et al. 1997, El Wakil and Padet 1998, Mai et al. 1999) as opposed to looking at the more
simple configurations of one fluid flowing through a tube or one fluid flowing between parallel
plates.
Detailed solutions for transient, forced convective heat transfer from a wedge to the fluid
flowing over it have been provided by Rebay and Padet (2005). Heat transfer coefficient results
are presented as a nondimensional temperature gradient at the wall as a function of a
nondimensional time based on freestream fluid velocity and position along the wedge surface.
These solutions are presented for a range of wedge angles, including that for the traditional flat
plate flow, for Prandtl numbers from 0.7 to 100. In addition to presenting a great deal of results, a
correlation for the transient heat transfer coefficient for a step change in wedge surface temperature
is given as
ℎ𝑆𝑆 (𝑥)

ℎ(𝑥, 𝑡 + ) =

1−𝑒

−

(𝑡 + )1.1
𝜏

(2.2)

where ℎ𝑆𝑆 is the steady state heat transfer coefficient at the location 𝑥 along the surface of the
wedge, 𝜏 is the time constant, and 𝑡 + is a rather unique nondimensional time. As opposed to using
the Fourier number as their nondimensional time, Rebay and Padet (2005) define their
nondimensional time as
𝑡+ =

𝑢∞
𝑡.
𝑥

(2.3)

The time constant in Equation (2.2) is a function of the wedge angle, which is a function of the
parameter 𝑚, and the Prandtl number,
𝜏 = (1 − 𝑚)𝑃𝑟0.36 .

(2.4)

Other correlations for the heat transfer coefficient are given in Padet (2007). These
correlations were proposed to model the case where the surface of a plate is quickly heated by a
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luninus source of energy and then allowed to cool. This technique is called pulsed photothermal
radiometry (Crowther and Padet 1991) and is used for nondestructive testing applications as well
as measuring heat transfer coefficients. The correlations present in Padet (2007) were needed to
improve the accuracy of this measurement technique for determining heat transfer coefficients.
These correlations are longer than that shown in Equation (2.2) and will not be given here.
One pure internal flow study found was that done by Brown and Kakaç (1994). These
investigators looked at the transient convective heat transfer for laminar flow in a round duct that
varies the inlet fluid temperature in periodic manner. Brown and Kakaç studied this situation from
both numerical and experimental perspectives. Another pure internal flow study is that of Yu et al.
(2004). Yu et. looked at the unique transient case where the flow is pulsed through a circular duct
with constant wall heat flux. This pulsing flow causes both the temperature profiles and the heat
transfer coefficient to pulsate. No change was seen in the average heat transfer coefficient.
While it seems that most of the pure internal flow work was done prior to the end of 1987,
there has been a considerable amount of work on transient heat convection in heat exchangers.
These include parallel plate heat exchangers (El Wakil et al. 1997), double pipe heat exchangers
(El Wakil 1998), shell-and-tube heat exchangers (El Wakil et al 1995), and wavy-fin and tube heat
exchangers (Jang and Chen, 1997). For the case of transient convective heat transfer in heat
exchangers, there is a focus on obtaining time constants, time lags, and heat exchanger
effectiveness values (Mai et al 1999a, Mai et 1999b).
The studies looking at transient natural convection mostly considered flow over a vertical
flat plate (Polidori et al. 2003); however vertical flat plates with obstructions (Ploidori and Padet,
2003) and vertical flat plates with small cylinders attached (Polidori and Padet 2003) were also
considered. The obstructions on these plates can be taken to be electronic devices on a vertical
circuit board. The geometry considered for mixed transient convective het transfer was a vertical
pipe (Mai et al. 1994, Mai et al. 1997, Mai and Popa 2003).
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Chapter 3. Mathematical Model and
Solution Technique

There are three laws that govern fluid flow and heat transfer. These are:
1

conservation of mass,

2

conversion of momentum, and

3

conservation of energy.

Each of these conservation equations conserves a certain physical quantity as described in its name.
These laws have been understood for well over a century and have been proven correct by an
overwhelming amount of experimental evidence. These laws dictate how fluid flow and heat
transfer behave, and thus are the appropriate starting point for the equations presented in this
chapter. From appropriate mathematical representations of these laws, solutions for most fluid or
heat transfer problems can be obtained.
In this work, it is desired to calculate unsteady heat transfer coefficients. To do this in a
general manner for flow between parallel plates requires the solutions of the three conservation
laws listed above. In the following sections of this chapter, the appropriate mathematical
expressions of the three conservation laws listed above and the numerical technique used to solve
them is presented. The computer program written to carry out all of these calculations is in the
Appendix. Before presenting the mathematical form of these laws, the geometry analysed for this
work is given.

3.1 GEOMETRY CONSIDERED
In order to keep the geometry for this project simple, flow between two, flat, parallel plates
is considered. This geometry studied can be seen in Figure 3.1 below. While this geometry is
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straight forward, it still includes a number of typical fluid flow and thermal characteristics that
exemplify internal, convective heat transfer problems. For example, developing velocity and
temperature boundary layers in the entrance region result from this geometry. The length of the
tube where the velocity boundary layers develop is called the hydrodynamic entrance region and
the length of tube where the nondimensional temperature profiles develop is called the thermal
entrance region. These two entrance regions do not have to be the same length as the model
developed for this work will show. In addition to the details of the entrance region, details of the
fully developed region also result from this geometry. Since both flow and temperature
characteristics are determined in detail at all axial, x, and plate normal, y, locations between the
parallel plates, heat transfer results can accurately be determined at the two walls as a function of
position along the walls. Thus, this straight-forward geometry allows for the study of a great deal
of fluid flow and heat transfer phenomenon.

Tmi

umi

H
y
x

Figure 3.1. Flow geometry used in this work.

As shown in figure 3.1, the two spatial dimensions considered are labelled 𝑥 and 𝑦. The
𝑥-direction is parallel with the flow direction and the 𝑦-direction is perpendicular to the flow
direction. The origin of this coordinate system is taken at the bottom plate at the entrance.
Another option for this origin point would be at the entrance centered between the two plates,
this was not done in this work. The direction not included in this work is that which goes in and
out of the paper. The dimensions of the plates in and out of the paper are taken as being infinite.
Due to this infinite width assumption, there are no changes in either the velocities or
temperatures in this direction and thus this direction does not have to be included in the
mathematical model.
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3.2 GOVERNING DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
3.2.1 Conservation of Mass
In a general form, the law of conservation of mass can be written as
𝜕𝜌
+ ∇ ∙ (𝜌𝑢
⃗ ) = 0.
𝜕𝑡
In this equation,

𝜕𝜌
𝜕𝑡

(3.1)

denotes the rate of change of the mass of the fluid per unit volume at a given

point and ∇ ∙ (𝜌𝑢
⃗ ) denotes the net convection of mass out of that same point per unit volume.
Instead of saying mass stored at a point, the words “infinitesimal control volume located at a given
point” could be used, but in this thesis the words at a point will be used. Thus, Equation (3.1)
shows the balance between mass build-up at a point and the mass convecting out of that point.
This statement is easier to understand if the convective term is moved to the right-hand side of the
equation where it would take on a negative sign and then take on the meaning of mass convecting
into a point.
For the two-dimensional geometry shown in Figure 3.1 the conservation of mass equation
shown in Equation (3.1) reduces to
𝜕𝜌 𝜕(𝜌𝑢) 𝜕(𝜌𝑣)
+
+
= 0,
𝜕𝑡
𝜕𝑥
𝜕𝑦

(3.2)

where 𝑢 is the fluid velocity component in the 𝑥-direction and 𝑣 is the fluid velocity in the 𝑦direction. This equation explicitly shows the convective mass flows in both the 𝑥- and 𝑦-directions,
as well as the rate of change of the mass of the fluid per unit volume at a given point. While this
work specifically looks at transient flows and transient heat transfer, the storage term in Equation
(3.2) is not required, because the assumption of incompressible flow is made. For purposes of
clarity, the unsteady term, the storage term, is left in Equation (3.2).

3.2.2 Conservation of Momentum
A general form of the conservation of momentum equation is
𝜕(𝜌𝑢
⃗)
𝑇
2
+ 𝛻⃗ ∙ (𝜌𝑢
⃗𝑢
⃗ ) = 𝑏⃗ − 𝛻⃗𝑝 + 𝛻⃗ ∙ (𝜇𝛻⃗𝑢
⃗ ) + 𝛻⃗ ∙ (𝜇(𝛻⃗ 𝑢
⃗ ) ) − 𝛻⃗ ∙ [ 𝜇(𝛻⃗ ∙ 𝑢
⃗ )𝐼 ] .
𝜕𝑡
3

(3.3)

This is a rather complex equation, but can be understood on a term by term basis. The first term
on the right-hand side is the storage of momentum at a point and the second term is momentum
convected out of the point. The left-hand side of this equation is where the forces acting on the
point are located. The first two terms on the right-hand side represent the body forces pressure
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forces; and the remaining three terms represent viscous forces. In general, viscous forces are
complex to represent mathematically. For the work being done here, only the viscous forces
represented by the third term on the right-hand side are nonzero. The viscous forces represented
by the fourth and fifth terms go to zero because of the constant property assumption made. In
addition, body forces are also not important and the 𝑏⃗ term goes away.
Reducing Equation (3.3) for the flow case studied in this work provides two equations, one
for conservation of momentum in the 𝑥-direction,
𝜕(𝜌𝑢) 𝜕(𝜌𝑢𝑢) 𝜕(𝜌𝑣𝑢)
𝜕𝑝 𝜕
𝜕𝑢
𝜕
𝜕𝑢
+
+
=−
+
(𝜇 ) +
(𝜇 )
𝜕𝑡
𝜕𝑥
𝜕𝑦
𝜕𝑥 𝜕𝑥 𝜕𝑥
𝜕𝑦 𝜕𝑦

(3.4)

and one for conservation of momentum in the 𝑦-direction
𝜕(𝜌𝑣) 𝜕(𝜌𝑢𝑣) 𝜕(𝜌𝑣𝑣)
𝜕𝑝 𝜕
𝜕𝑣
𝜕
𝜕𝑣
+
+
=−
+
(𝜇 ) +
(𝜇 ) .
𝜕𝑡
𝜕𝑥
𝜕𝑦
𝜕𝑦 𝜕𝑥 𝜕𝑥
𝜕𝑦 𝜕𝑦

(3.5)

Two momentum equations are required for accurate representation of the entrance region of flow
between parallel plates and for the entire flow field in cases of transient analyses. In the fully
developed region for steady flow, the 𝑦-direction velocities go to zero and Equation (3.5) is not
required. For transient calculations, there is no fully developed region and a 𝑦-direction
momentum equation is required for the entire flow field. Also, as required by this work, the
unsteady terms, the storage terms, remain in Equations (3.4) and (3.5). Unlike the conservation of
mass equation, these storage terms are required for an unsteady analysis, even for incompressible
flow. The quantity changing with time in these storage terms is the fluid velocity. It should be
noted, in many cases the terms

𝜕
𝜕𝑥

𝜕𝑢

(𝜇 𝜕𝑥 ) and

𝜕
𝜕𝑥

𝜕𝑣

(𝜇 𝜕𝑥) are omitted because the change of the

velocities in the flow direction for flow between parallel plates tends to be small. In this work, this
assumption is not made.

3.2.3 Conservation of Energy
A general form for the conservation of energy equation is
𝜕
1
1
[(𝜌𝑒) + ( 𝜌(𝑢
⃗ ∙𝑢
⃗ ))] + ⃗∇ ∙ (𝜌𝑢
⃗ 𝑒) + ⃗∇ ∙ ( 𝜌𝑢
⃗ (𝑢
⃗ ∙𝑢
⃗ ))
𝜕𝑡
2
2
⃗ 𝑇) + 𝑢
= ⃗∇ ∙ (𝑘∇
⃗ ∙ 𝑏⃗ − ⃗∇ ∙ (𝑢
⃗ 𝑝) + Φ̇ + 𝑒̇𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟 .

(3.6)

This vector form of the conservation of energy equation includes internal energy, kinetic energy,
conductive heat transfer, work done by body forces, work done by pressure forces, and work done
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by viscous forces. To include other forms of energy, the catch-all term 𝑒̇𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟 is included. In this
work, only the thermal energy portion of the internal energy terms is required and thus the internal
energy can be written in terms of a temperature times a specific heat. Also required for the analysis
being carried out are conduction terms and work done by the pressure force terms. The pressure
work terms can be coupled with the thermal energy convection terms by using a constant pressure
specific heat as opposed to a constant volume specific heat. In the storage term, the constant
volume specific heat should be used. Like all the thermodynamic and transport properties used in
this analysis, they are taken as being constant.
The two-dimensional form of the energy equation used in this work is
𝜕(𝜌𝐶𝑣 𝑇) 𝜕(𝜌𝑢𝐶𝑝 𝑇) 𝜕(𝜌𝑣𝐶𝑝 𝑇)
𝜕
𝜕𝑇
𝜕
𝜕𝑇
+
+
=
(𝑘 ) +
(𝑘 ) .
𝜕𝑡
𝜕𝑥
𝜕𝑦
𝜕𝑥 𝜕𝑥
𝜕𝑦 𝜕𝑦

(3.7)

Once again, the storage term is retained to deal with the unsteady nature of the calculations being
performed.

3.3 BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
In order to solve Equations (3.2), (3.4), (3.5), and (3.7) boundary conditions are required.
Values of both the velocity components and the temperatures are required on all boundaries.
Pressure boundary conditions can replace some of the velocity boundary conditions, but this is not
done in this work. This means the absolute pressure level will float in the results, but the
differences in pressure are definite values. As shown in Figure 3.1, the boundaries of the
computational domain occur along the inlet and exit, as well as along the top and bottom plates.
The boundary conditions on the 𝑥-direction velocities are:
𝑢 = 𝑢𝑖𝑛𝑙𝑒𝑡 @ 𝑥 = 0 for all 𝑦,

(3.8)

𝜕𝑢
= 0 @ 𝑥 = 𝐿 for all 𝑦,
𝜕𝑥

(3.9)

𝑢 = 0 @ 𝑦 = 0 for all 𝑥,

(3.10)

𝑢 = 0 @ 𝑦 = 𝐻 for all 𝑥.

(3.11)

and

The value of 𝑢𝑖𝑛𝑙𝑒𝑡 can be any chosen velocity that results in a laminar flow. The boundary
condition at the exit of the tube is only strictly true in the fully developed region; however, it is a
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decent way to model the fluid exiting the channel for unsteady analysis as well. At the upper and
lower walls the no slip boundary condition is used.
The boundary conditions on the 𝑦-direction velocities are:
𝑣 = 0 @ 𝑥 = 0 for all 𝑦,

(3.12)

𝑣 = 0 @ 𝑥 = 𝐿 for all 𝑦,

(3.13)

𝑣 = 0 @ 𝑦 = 0 for all 𝑥,

(3.14)

𝑣 = 0 @ 𝑦 = 𝐻 for all 𝑥.

(3.15)

and

As can be seen, all boundaries have a zero 𝑦-direction velocity. Because the walls are not porous,
it is obvious that the upper and lower boundaries should have a zero 𝑦-direction velocity. At the
inlet, a zero 𝑦-direction velocity is stipulated. At the exit, a 𝑦-direction velocity will be zero in the
fully developed region. Even if the flow is not completely fully developed at the exit, a zero 𝑦direction velocity boundary will not affect the flow field upstream to a significant extent.
The boundary conditions on the temperatures are:
𝑇 = 𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑙𝑒𝑡 @ 𝑥 = 0 for all 𝑦,

(3.16)

𝜕𝑇
= 0 @ 𝑥 = 𝐿 for all 𝑦,
𝜕𝑥

(3.17)

𝑇 = 𝑇𝑤 @ 𝑦 = 0 for all 𝑥,

(3.18)

𝑇 = 𝑇𝑤 @ 𝑦 = 𝐻 for all 𝑥.

(3.19)

and

Just like the 𝑥-direction velocities, the inlet temperature is a specified value and the exit boundary
condition is taken as the no change condition. The no change condition is not exactly right for the
exit, but it provides very good results for almost all flow situations. Effects from the downstream
boundary conditions do not propagate upstream to any significant degree. It is common to specify
this type of boundary condition for outflow conditions. Temperatures at both the lower and upper
walls are set to a desired value by the user. For this work, the wall temperatures are set to the same
value, but the model and the computer program developed allow different values to be used.
For both the velocity fields and the temperature fields, the boundary conditions at the upper
and lower walls are taken to be the same. This means all results will be symmetric around the
centreline between the plates and the convective heat transfer will be the same at both the lower
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and upper walls. The developed model is capable of producing results with different values on the
upper and lower walls, but this option is not utilized in the current work.

3.4

SOLUTION TECHNIQUE USED TO SOLVE GOVERNING DIFFERENTIAL
EQUATIONS

3.4.1 Finite Volume Method
The finite volume technique, as outlined by Patankar (1980), is used to solve the
differential equations shown in Equations (3.2, 3.4, 3.5, and 3.7) along with the boundary
conditions shown in Equations (3.8) – (3.19). In this method, the computational domain is divided
into many small regions called control volumes. These control volumes have a grid point placed
at their center and boundaries placed at their edges. The control volumes and grid points for the
entire computational domain constitute a mesh or a grid. Using appropriate assumptions, the
conservation of mass, conservation of momentum, and conservation of energy equations are
integrated over each control volume resulting in a set of algebraic equations. The number of
algebraic equations is equivalent to the number of grid points. In essence, a set of N equations
results for N unknowns. These N equations are solved for the N unknowns using appropriate matrix
solution techniques, or trial and error solution techniques. A nice aspect of the finite volume
method, compared to other numerical techniques, is that all conserved quantities in the governing
differential equations remain conserved in the algebraic representation, no matter the coarseness
of the grid.

3.4.2 Grid
To maintain stability and accuracy of the numerical calculations, three different grids need
to be used: one for the 𝑥-direction velocities, a second for the 𝑦-direction velocities, and a third
for the pressures and temperatures. Each of these grids in shown in Figures 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4. The
grid shown in Figure 3.2 is considered the main grid, and it is the one on which pressures and
temperatures are solved. The grids in Figures 3.3 and 3.4 are called staggered grids, and these are
the ones on which the velocities are solved. The grid in Figure 3.3 is used to solve for the 𝑥direction velocities and the grid shown in Figure 3.4 is used to solve for the 𝑦-direction velocities.
Note that the 𝑥-direction velocity grid is staggered in the 𝑥-direction by half the distance between
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Figure 3.2. Main grid used for solution of pressure and temperature.
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Figure 3.3. Staggered grid used for solution of x-direction velocities.
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Figure 3.4. Staggered grid used for solution of y-direction velocities.

the main grid points and the 𝑦-direction velocity grid is staggered in the 𝑦-direction by half the
distance between the main grid points.
The grids used in this work are uniform grids. This means the size of the internal control
volumes of the main grid (see Figure 3.2) are all the same They each have the same dimension in
the 𝑥-direction and they each have the same dimension in the 𝑦-direction. Grid points are placed
in the center of every control volume and at the boundaries. The control volumes associated with
boundary grid points can be considered to be zero volume control volumes. For the 𝑥-direction
velocity grids, most control volumes are the same size, except the ones just internal to the
boundaries at 𝑥 = 0 and 𝑥 = 𝐿. These are one and a half control volumes, which need to be used
to place the 𝑢-velocities on the main grid boundaries. In Figure 3-3, the 𝑥-direction velocity control
volume boundaries are shown as solid lines and the main gird control volume boundaries are
shown as dashed lines. The grid points on this figure are those for the 𝑥-direction velocity grid.
Notice that the grid points fall on the main grid control volume boundaries for all but the adjacent
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,

2

internal control volumes at 𝑦 = 0 and 𝑦 = 𝐻. Like the 𝑥-direction velocity grids, the control
volumes for the 𝑦-direction velocity grids are mostly the same size, except for the ones just internal
to the boundaries at 𝑦 = 0 and 𝑦 = 𝐻, as shown in Figure 3.4. These are one and a half control
volumes which need to be used to keep the 𝑣-velocities on the main grid boundaries. Once again,
notice that the gird points for the 𝑦-direction velocity grids fall on the main grid faces for all but
the adjacent internal control volumes at 𝑦 = 0 and 𝑦 = 𝐻, just like the 𝑥-direction velocities. Both
the 𝑥-direction velocity grid and 𝑦-direction velocity grid have zero volume control volumes
associated with the grid points located right on the boundaries. This is an excellent way to enter
boundary value information. In Figures 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4, the total number of grid points in the 𝑥direction is labelled with an I and the total number of grid points in the 𝑦-direction are labelled
with a J. Thus the grid point in the upper right-hand corner is labelled I,J. The grid point in the
lower left-hand corner is labelled 1,1.
To perform the required calculations, the number of grid points in each direction must be
sufficient to obtain a solution that is independent of the grid. This can be determined by doubling
the number of grids in each direction and seeing if the results change. For most of the results
produced for this thesis work, a different spatial step is used in each direction. This is to
accommodate the geometry and the steepness of the gradients in each of the two-dimensions
considered for a particular problem.

3.4.3 Discretizing of Momentum and Energy Equations
The two conservation of momentum and the conservation of energy equations (see
Equations 3.4, 3.5, and 3.7) given above can all be written in the form
𝜕
𝜕
𝜕𝜙
𝜕
𝜕𝜙
(𝜌𝜙) +
(𝜌𝑢𝜙 − 𝛤 ) +
(𝜌𝑢𝜙 − 𝛤
) = 𝑆.
𝜕𝑡
𝜕𝑥
𝜕𝑥
𝜕𝑦
𝜕𝑥

(3.20)

The first term in this equation is the storage term, the second term is the change in the convective
and conductive flux in the 𝑥-direction, and the third term is the change in the convective and
conductive flux in the 𝑦-direction. The 𝑆 term on the right-hand side is a source term which will
be used to account for the pressure gradients in the 𝑥-direction and 𝑦-direction momentum
equations and takes on a value of zero for the energy equation. The ϕ in Equation (3-20) is 𝑢 for
the 𝑥-direction momentum equation, 𝑣 for the 𝑦-direction momentum equation, and 𝑇 for the
energy equation. The 𝛤 term is the dynamic viscosity for the momentum equations and the thermal
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conductivity for the energy equation. Using this common form for our conservation equations
means that much of the explanation for the discretization method can be done once for Equation
(3.20) and cover Equations (3.4), (3.5), and (3.7).
The reason for grouping the convective and conductive terms together in Equation (3.20)
is each of these terms is a flux. Thus, when Patankar (1980) chose to discretize these terms using
a finite difference technique he looked at them as a unit and called them a flux 𝐾. Using the general
control volume shown in Figure 3-5 and making the appropriate assumptions the first step in
Patankar’s discretization process is to obtain the equation
𝑜 𝑜
(𝜌𝑃 𝜙𝑃 −𝜌𝑃
𝜙𝑃 )∆𝑥∆𝑦

∆𝑡

+ 𝐾𝑒 − 𝐾𝑤 + 𝐾𝑛 − 𝐾𝑠 = (𝑆𝑐 + 𝑆𝑃 𝜙𝑃 )∆𝑥∆𝑦.

(3.21)

Equation (3.21) is obtained from Equation (3.20) by integrating over a control volume such
as the one shown in Figure 3-5. Assumptions are made about the profile used for the source term
𝑆 and how 𝜙 behaves over a time step, but these assumptions give way to exactness as the control
volume size and the time step size are reduced. It should be noticed, that no assumptions were
made in converting the convective and conductive terms in Equation (3.20) to fluxes in Equation
(3.21). Assumptions will be made when these fluxes are written in terms of 𝜙. The term 𝜌𝑃 𝜙𝑃
denotes the present time value for the density-dependent variable product and 𝜌𝑃𝑜 , 𝜙𝑃𝑜 denotes the
time value from the previous time step. The source term 𝑆 in Equation (3.20) has been linearized
in Equation (3.21) to have a constant part, 𝑆𝑐 , and a slope part, 𝑆𝑃 , that needs to be multiplied by
the dependent variable 𝜙. Lastly, it must be remembered that the control volumes for the
momentum equations are staggered from those of the energy equation.
The profile chosen for the dependent variable, 𝜙, to be used in the fluxes shown in Equation
(3.21) is the power law profile,
𝜙 = (𝜙𝐿 − 𝜙𝑜 )

𝜌𝑢𝑥
𝜌𝑢𝐿 5 𝐿
𝜌𝑢𝐿
|{𝑚𝑎𝑥[0,(1−0.1|
|) ]+ 𝑚𝑎𝑥[0,
]}
𝛤
𝛤
𝛤
𝛤
5
𝜌𝑢𝐿
𝜌𝑢𝑥
𝑥
𝜌𝑢𝑥

|
|

𝛤

|{𝑚𝑎𝑥[0,(1−0.1|

𝛤

|) ]+ 𝑚𝑎𝑥[0,
𝛤

𝛤

]}

+ 𝜙𝑜 ,

(3.22)

which is a computationally efficient version of the exact exponential profile for a pure
conduction-convection problem with specified 𝜙 values at the boundaries o and 𝐿. Of course, the
exponential profile is not exact for situations that have multiple dimensions, are unsteady, or
include source terms; but the exponential profile carries with it many nice characteristics that
include stability and accuracy for large control volumes.
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y

x

Figure 3.5. General control volume utilized for discretization.

Making the profile assumption shown in Equation (3.22), the final form of the discretized
equation for Pantakar’s version of the finite volume discretization of Equation (3.20) is
𝑎𝑃 𝜙𝑃 = 𝑎𝐸 𝜙𝐸 + 𝑎𝑊 𝜙𝑊 + 𝑎𝑁 𝜙𝑁 + 𝑎𝑆 𝜙𝑆 + 𝑏,

(3.23)

𝑎𝐸 = 𝐷𝑒 𝐴(|𝑃𝑒 |) + 𝑚𝑎𝑥[−𝐹𝑒 , 0],

(3.24)

𝑎𝑊 = 𝐷𝑤 𝐴(|𝑃𝑤 |) + 𝑚𝑎𝑥[𝐹𝑤 , 0],

(3.25)

𝑎𝑁 = 𝐷𝑛 𝐴(|𝑃𝑛 |) + 𝑚𝑎𝑥[−𝐹𝑛 , 0].

(3.26)

𝑎𝑆 = 𝐷𝑠 𝐴(|𝑃𝑠 |) + 𝑚𝑎𝑥[𝐹𝑠 , 0],

(3.27)

where

𝑎𝑃0 =

𝜌𝑃0 ∆𝑥∆𝑦
,
∆𝑡

(3.28)

𝑏 = 𝑆𝑐∆𝑥∆𝑦 + 𝑎𝑃0 𝜙𝑃0 ,

(3.29)

𝑎𝑃 = 𝑎𝐸 + 𝑎𝑊 + 𝑎𝑁 + 𝑎𝑆 + 𝑎𝑃0 − 𝑆𝑃 ∆𝑥∆𝑦.

(3.30)

and
The flow parameters in Equations (3.24) – (3.27) are
𝐹𝑒 = (𝜌𝑢)𝑒 ∆𝑦,

(3.31)

𝐹𝑤 = (𝜌𝑢)𝑤 ∆𝑦,

(3.32)

𝐹𝑛 = (𝜌𝑣)𝑛 ∆𝑥,

(3.33)
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and
𝐹𝑠 = (𝜌𝑣)𝑠 ∆𝑥.

(3.34)

The diffusion parameters in Equations (3.24) – (3.27) are
𝐷𝑒 =

Γe ∆𝑦
,
(𝛿𝑥)𝑒

(3.35)

𝐷𝑤 =

Γ𝑤 ∆𝑦
,
(𝛿𝑥)𝑤

(3.36)

𝐷𝑛 =

Γn ∆𝑥
,
(𝛿𝑦)𝑛

(3.37)

𝐷𝑠 =

Γs ∆𝑥
.
(𝛿𝑦)𝑠

(3.38)

and

Inside the profile functions, 𝐴(|𝑃|) the Peclet number, 𝑃, is given by
𝑃𝑒 =

𝐹𝑒
,
𝐷𝑒

(3.39)

𝑃𝑤 =

𝐹𝑤
,
𝐷𝑤

(3.40)

𝑃𝑛 =

𝐹𝑛
,
𝐷𝑛

(3.41)

𝑃𝑠 =

𝐹𝑠
.
𝐷𝑠

(3.42)

and

As mentioned above the power law profile is chosen to represent the flux terms in Equation (3.20).
In the discretized equations given above the power law profile is represented by 𝐴(|𝑃|) and is
𝐴(|𝑃|) = 𝑚𝑎𝑥[0, (1 − 0.1|𝑃|)5 ].

(3.43)

For the momentum equations, Equations (3.4) and (3.5), the pressure gradient terms need
to be embedded in the source terms. These are placed in the constant part of the source terms, 𝑆𝑐 ,
and the linear part, 𝑆𝑃 , is taken to be zero. This is done as
𝑆𝑐,𝑒 = 𝑝𝑃 − 𝑝𝐸 ,

(3.44)

𝑆𝑐,𝑤 = 𝑝𝑊 − 𝑝𝑃 ,

(3.45)

𝑆𝑐,𝑛 = 𝑝𝑃 − 𝑝𝑁 ,

(3.46)

𝑆𝑐,𝑠 = 𝑝𝑆 − 𝑝𝑃 .

(3.47)

and
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The first two of these four equations are used in the 𝑥-direction momentum equation and the last
two are used in the 𝑦-direction momentum equation. It should also be noticed that the differences
are the trailing pressure minus the forward pressure. This is due to the negative signs in the pressure
gradient terms shown in Equations (3.4) and (3.5). Also note that the pressures are taken at the
main grid points, this results in the perfect difference across the staggered momentum control
volumes.

3.4.4 Discretized Pressure Correction Equation
At this point, it should be obvious that an equation is required to obtain the unknown
pressures throughout the computational domain. This is done by using the conservation of mass
equation shown in Equation (3.2). Of course, pressure does not appear in Equation (3.2), but by
combining it with reduced forms of the conservation of momentum equations, it can provide a
relationship that guides the velocity numerical simulation to a correct pressure field.
The first step in the development of a pressure correction equation is to discretize the
conservation of mass equation. This is done as
(𝜌𝑃 − 𝜌𝑃𝑜 )∆𝑥∆𝑦
+ 𝐹𝑒 − 𝐹𝑤 + 𝐹𝑛 − 𝐹𝑠 = 0,
∆𝑡

(3.48)

where the flow terms are given in Equations (3.31) – (3.34). Equations of updated velocities can
be obtained by subtracting the discretized momentum equations based on guessed values of
velocities, from the discretized momentum equation based on exact values of velocities. This
results in equations for what will be called velocity corrections. These velocity corrections adjust
the guessed velocity field to be in sync with the newly calculated pressure field. Because this is
only an equation that drives the velocities to their correct values, only the velocity at the grid point
of interest is kept and all the terms with neighboring velocities are dropped. This makes the
velocity correction a function of the pressure corrections and the old velocity at that grid point.
For the 𝑥-direction staggered velocity grid and the 𝑦-direction staggered velocity grid, these
velocity correction equations become
𝑢𝑒 = 𝑢𝑒∗ + 𝑑𝑒 (𝑝𝑃′ − 𝑝𝐸′ ),

(3.49)

′
∗
𝑢𝑤 = 𝑢𝑤
+ 𝑑𝑤 (𝑝𝑊
− 𝑝𝑃′ ),

(3.50)

𝑣𝑛 = 𝑣𝑛∗ + 𝑑𝑛 (𝑝𝑃′ − 𝑝𝑁′ ),

(3.51)

and
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𝑣𝑠 = 𝑣𝑠∗ + 𝑑𝑠 (𝑝𝑆′ − 𝑝𝑃′ ).

(3.52)

Substituting Equations (3.49) – (3.52) into Equation (3.48) gives the pressure correction equation
′
𝑎𝑃 𝑝𝑃′ = 𝑎𝐸 𝑝𝐸′ + 𝑎𝑊 𝑝𝑊
+ 𝑎𝑁 𝑝𝑁′ + 𝑎𝑆 𝑝𝑆′ + 𝑏.

(3.53)

Note that this equation is of the same form as the discretized equation, Equation (3.23), used for
the momentum and energy equations; however, the coefficients in this equation have different
meanings than those used in Equation (3.23). The coefficients in Equation (3.53) are:
𝑎𝐸 = 𝜌𝑒 𝑑𝑒 ∆𝑦,

(3.54)

𝑎𝑊 = 𝜌𝑤 𝑑𝑤 ∆𝑦,

(3.55)

𝑎𝑁 = 𝜌𝑛 𝑑𝑛 ∆𝑥,

(3.56)

𝑎𝑆 = 𝜌𝑠 𝑑𝑠 ∆𝑥,

(3.57)

𝑎𝑃 = 𝑎𝐸 + 𝑎𝑊 + 𝑎𝐸 + 𝑎𝑆 + 𝑏,

(3.58)

𝑏 = [(𝜌𝑢∗ )𝑤 − (𝜌𝑢∗ )𝑒 ]∆𝑦 + [(𝜌𝑣 ∗ )𝑠 − (𝜌𝑣 ∗ )𝑛 ]∆𝑥,

(3.59)

and

where
𝑑𝑒 =

∆𝑦
,
𝑎𝑒

(3.60)

𝑑𝑤 =

∆𝑦
,
𝑎𝑤

(3.61)

𝑑𝑛 =

∆𝑥
,
𝑎𝑛

(3.62)

𝑑𝑠 =

∆𝑥
,
𝑎𝑠

(3.63)

and

and 𝑎𝑒 , 𝑎𝑤 , 𝑎𝑛 , and 𝑎𝑠 are the 𝑎𝑃 coefficients from the 𝑥-direction and 𝑦-direction discretized
momentum equations at the appropriate locations. The 𝑏 term in Equation (3.53) can be recognized
as conservation of mass for the control volume. When the solution of the discretized equations has
converged, 𝑏 = 0. It is 𝑏 going to zero that is used as the convergence criteria for the discretized
momentum and pressure correction equations.
The boundary conditions on the pressure correction equation are:
𝑝′ = 0 @ 𝑥 = 0 for all 𝑦,

(3.64)

𝑝′ = 0 @ 𝑥 = 𝐿 for all 𝑦,

(3.65)

𝑝′ = 0 @ 𝑦 = 0 for all 𝑥,

(3.66)
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and
𝑝′ = 0 @ 𝑦 = 𝐻 for all 𝑥.

(3.67)

All the boundary conditions have a pressure correction value of zero, because velocity boundary
conditions are specified velocities at the boundaries and thus the velocities are exact and pressure
correction is not required (see Equations 3.49 – 3.52).
The purpose of the pressure correction equations is to obtain the amount that the previous
iteration pressure values need to be adjusted so that conservation of mass is satisfied. Using
𝑝 = 𝑝∗ + 𝑝′

(3.68)

a mass conserving pressure field is obtained. When 𝑏 (see Equation 3.59) in the pressure correction
equation goes to zero, all pressure correction values go to zero. When all the pressure correction
values go to zero, the velocity correction values go to zero as well. If the correction values go to
zero, there is no more change in the field values and the solution for the velocity and pressure
fields is done.
At this point a discretized equation can be written for the 𝑥-direction momentum equation,
the 𝑦-direction momentum equation, the energy equation, and the pressure correction equation.
This is done for every control volume in the computational domain; even for the zero volume
control volumes at the boundaries. The discretization equations at the boundaries reduce to the
simple form where the unknown quantity is set equal to the specified value. This means that a total
of 4IJ equations are written for 4IJ unknowns. A logical solution procedure for this large set of
equations has to be undertaken. This is particularly true for the 𝑥-direction momentum equation,
the 𝑦-direction momentum equation, and the pressure correction equation, because they are all
coupled. The energy equation can be addressed after solving for the velocity and pressure fields.

3.4.5 Solving Set of Discretized Equations for One Time Step
The set of discretized equations laid out in the previous subsection is solved using a
procedure called SIMPLE. SIMPLE stands for Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure-Linked
Equations. This procedure was laid out by Patankar and Spalding (1972), Caretto, Gosman,
Patankar and Spalding (1972), and Patankar (1975). The primary steps of the SIMPLE algorithm
are:
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1. Make an educated guess of the values of pressure, 𝑥-direction velocities, and 𝑦direction velocities for the entire computational domain. These will be considered
the 𝑝∗ , 𝑢∗ , 𝑣 ∗ , and 𝑇 ∗ values. Normally these values can be guessed as one of the
boundary condition values. If there are no boundary values specified for the
pressure, a good guess for maintaining numerical precision is zero.
2. The discretized momentum equations are solved for the 𝑥-direction and
𝑦-direction velocities. Because these velocities are based on a guessed pressure
field they will be called 𝑢∗ and 𝑣 ∗ .
3. The discretized pressure correction equation is solved using the 𝑢∗ and 𝑣 ∗ values
from step 2.
4. A new pressure field is determined by adding the pressure correction values from
step 2 to the prior iteration pressure values.
5. New 𝑥- and 𝑦-direction velocity fields are calculated from the velocity values
from step 2 and the pressure correction values from step 3.
6. The corrected pressure and velocity fields are used as the guesses for the next
iteration of this calculation. These pressures and velocities will be considered the
new 𝑝∗ , 𝑢∗ and 𝑣 ∗ . After swapping in these updated field values, return to step 2
of this algorithm. Steps 2 through 6 of this algorithm are repeated until the mass
source term of the pressure correction equation goes to zero within a set tolerance.
7. Solve the discretization equations for the temperature field.
The procedure outlined in steps 1 – 7 above is shown in flow chart form in Figure 3.6.
To solve the large sets of equations that result at steps 2, 3, and 7 of the SIMPLE algorithm,
an alternating line-by-line TDMA technique is used in an iterative manner. The well-known, onedimensional TDMA (Chapra and Canale, 2006) technique is widely used and easy to program.
Applying the TDMA in an alternating line-by-line fashion (Peaceman and Rachford, 1955) extends
the simple one-dimensional TDMA solution to two dimensions. In this work, the direction of the
one-dimensional line solutions is alternated from being in the 𝑦-direction to being in the 𝑥direction so that boundary information is brought into the center of the computational domain
quicker.
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Start
Pressure and velocity fields are
guessed or corrected
Momentum equations are solved for
velocity fields
Pressure corrections equation is solved

Add Pressure corrections to old pressure
field to get updated pressure field

Updated velocities are calculated using the
pressure correction values

No

Is mass source term of pressure
correction equation smaller than set
limit
Yes
Temperature field values are guessed or
updated
Temperature equation is solved

No

Do all temperatures change less than
a small set limit
Yes
Time incremented

No

Final time reached
Yes
Stop

Figure 3.6. Flowchart of SIMPLE solution algorithm and time loop.
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3.4.6 Solving Set of Discretized Equations for One Time Step
To handle the transient nature of the heat transfer and fluid flow problem being considered,
the solution procedure described in the previous section must be carried out over many small-time
step intervals in a marching fashion. The results from the prior time step are fed into the present
time step. For the first time step initial conditions are used. Initial conditions are given at time zero.
The initial conditions used are
𝑢 = 𝑢𝑖𝑛𝑙𝑒𝑡 @ 𝑡 = 0 for all 𝑥 and 𝑦,

(3.69)

𝑣 = 0 @ 𝑡 = 0 for all 𝑥 and 𝑦,

(3.70)

𝑝 = uniform value @ 𝑡 = 0 for all 𝑥 and 𝑦,

(3.71)

𝑇 = 𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑙𝑒𝑡 @ 𝑡 = 0 for all 𝑥 and 𝑦.

(3.72)

and

Any uniform value can be used for the pressure because all the properties are taken to be
independent of pressure and the solution of the velocity fields only depends on the differences in
pressures. How the time calculation is carried out relative to the SIMPLE algorithm is shown in
the flowchart given in Figure 3.6. Essentially the time loop wraps around all other calculations.

3.5 WALL HEAT TRANSFER QUANTITIES
Once converged solutions for the velocity fields, the pressure field, and the temperature
field have been obtained, a number of interesting heat transfer quantities can be determined.
Calculating these quantities at each time step shows how they evolve with time. Calculating these
quantities at each axial location along the upper and lower walls shows how these quantities vary
with axial position. Since all of the wall quantities presented in this section are calculated in the
same manner for the top and bottom walls, except for some subscript changes, equations are only
presented for the lower wall. The subscript change that would be required for the top wall is to
replace the “1” subscript with a “J” and the “2” subscript with a “J-1”.
The first quantity to be determined is the heat flux from the wall to the fluid. This number
will be negative at the lower plate if the heat is moving from the fluid to the wall. Heat fluxes are
determined using the wall temperature and the fluid temperature just to the inside of the wall as
𝑞̇ 𝑥 = − 𝑘

𝑇2,𝑥 − 𝑇𝑤
𝑦2 − 𝑦𝑤,𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙
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(3.73)

where 𝑇𝑤 is the wall temperature and 𝑦𝑤 is the 𝑦 location of the wall. Newton’s law of cooling can
then be used to determine the heat transfer coefficient
ℎ𝑥 =

𝑞̇ 𝑥
.
𝑇𝑤 − 𝑇𝑚,𝑥

(3.74)

where 𝑇𝑚,𝑥 is the bulk temperature at the 𝑥 location of interest. The bulk temperature is determined
as
𝐻

𝑇𝑚,𝑥 =

∫0 𝜌𝑢𝐶𝑝 𝑇𝑑𝑦
𝐻

∫0 𝜌𝑢𝐶𝑝 𝑑𝑦

.

(3.75)

In the computer program used to calculate 𝑇𝑚,𝑥 these integrals are determined numerically.
Because of the constant property assumption used in this work, 𝜌 and 𝐶𝑝 can be removed from
Equation (3.75).
A more general way to present heat transfer coefficients is to use the Nusselt number. In
this work, this is the way heat transfer coefficients are presented. The Nusselt number is defined
as
𝑁𝑢 =

2ℎ𝑥 𝐻
.
𝑘

(3.76)

The two in this definition of the Nusselt number is due to the hydraulic diameter for flow between
two flat plates being twice the separation, 𝐻, between the plates. This same hydraulic diameter is
used in the Reynolds number definition as well,
𝑅𝑒 =

2𝜌𝑢𝑖𝑛𝑙𝑒𝑡 𝐻
.
𝜇

(3.77)

While not subscripted, the Nusselt number is a function of axial position. This functional notation
is given on the heat transfer coefficient in the equation for the Nusselt number.
To align with the unsteady heat transfer results presented by Siegel (1960) a number of
nondimensional quantities are used. A nondimensional time is
𝐹𝑜 =

𝛼𝑡
𝐻 2
(2)

,

which is simply the Fourier number. A nondimensional axial position is given by
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(3.78)

𝜉=

8 2𝑥/𝐻
.
3 𝑅𝑒𝑃𝑟

(3.79)

which is a version of the Gratz number. Lastly, a nondimensional method of presenting the heat
flux at the wall given by Siegel (1960) is
𝑞̇ 𝑥∗ =

𝑞̇ 𝑥 𝐻/2
.
𝑘(𝑇𝑤 − 𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑙𝑒𝑡 )

(3.80)

The nice aspect of this nondimensional way of presenting heat flux is that the only quantity in its
definition that varies is 𝑞̇ 𝑥 .
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Chapter 4. Results and Discussion

Results are presented for two transient situations. The first situation is where transients in
the temperature field occur, but the velocity field is taken as steady and fully developed along the
entire channel length. The second situation is where transients are occurring in both the velocity
field and the temperature field. This situation gives rise to a hydrodynamic entrance length and
fluid velocity transients at all locations in the channel. Convective heat fluxes and Nusselt numbers
are presented for both of these situations as a function of time and position along the length of the
bottom plate. Since the boundary conditions are symmetric, the top plate has the same values as
the lower plate. For the situation where both the velocity field and temperature field are changing
with time, detailed temperature, pressure, and velocity plots are given as a function of axial
position, plate-normal position, and time. Detailed field plots are presented at four different times.
In the transient temperature - steady velocity case, the temperature fields are made transient
by abruptly changing the wall temperatures. Before time zero, the temperature of the walls and the
temperature of the fluid are all at the same temperature. At time zero, both walls of the channel are
abruptly changed to a different temperature. The velocity field for this case is always the standard,
fully developed profile. This velocity field can be obtained with the equation
3
2𝑦 2
𝑢 = 𝑢𝑚 [1 − ( ) ] ,
2
𝐻

(4.1)

where
𝑢𝑚 = −

1 𝑑𝑝 2
𝐻 ,
12 𝑑𝑥

(4.2)

or it can be obtained with the numerical solution outlined in Chapter 3. In this work, the fully
developed velocity profile is calculated numerically and applied to the entire computational
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domain where transient temperature calculations are being undertaken. The velocity profile that
results is exactly the same as given by Equation (4.1).
For the situation of transient temperature fields and transient velocity fields, the
temperature field is changed the same way as done for the transient temperature - steady velocity
case. The transient velocity is obtained by setting the entire velocity field to the inlet value for all
times before time zero. At time zero, this uniform velocity profile is allowed to naturally progress
towards its steady state values.

4.1 TRANSIENT TEMPERATURE FIELD AND STEADY VELOCITY FIELD CASE
4.1.1 Convective Fluxes at the Walls
The wall heat flux results for the transient temperature - steady velocity case are shown in
Figure 4.1. Plotted on the vertical axis of this graph is the nondimensional heat flux shown in
Equation (3.80). The wall temperature used in this nondimensional heat flux is the wall
temperature after the abrupt change that provides the temperature transient. On the horizontal axis
of this plot is the nondimensional time shown in Equation (3.78). The label on each of the double
sets of curves is the nondimensional axial position given by Equation (3.79). The entrance to the
parallel plate channel is at 𝜉 = 0 and the fully developed region of the flow occurs as 𝜉 → ∞. In
Figure 4.1, the curve at the top is closest to the entrance of the channel and the curve at the bottom
is the one in the fully developed region of the channel.
On the graph in Figure 4.1, the red dashed lines are the results from Siegel (1960) and the
solid lines are those from this work. On the steeply descending part of these curves, the red dashed
lines look solid because many dashed lines are on top of one another. Overall, the comparisons
between Siegel’s results and those from this work are very good. There are some differences,
especially in the transition from transient behavior to steady state behavior and in the middle part
of the steep descending portion of the curves, but these differences are not large. The transitions
between the transient and steady results at 𝜉 = 0.3 and 𝜉 = 0.4 are particularly sharp in Siegel’s
results. This sharp change between the two regimes is not shown in the results from this work. The
differences between the results from this work and those of Seigel are believed to be due to the
approximate solution put forth by Seigel (see Equation 2.1) as compared to the more precise
numerical solution used in the present work. The Handbook of Single Phase Convective Heat
Transfer shows small differences between Siegel’s (1960) results and those presented by Chen et
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al. (1983) for a circular duct. This indicates that the Siegel’s results may not be exactly precise.
Based on the comparisons shown in this graph, it is concluded that the computer model developed
as part of this work is correct and accurate.

Figure 4.1. Heat flux results for the situation where the temperature field undergoes
transients and the velocity fields are steady. This plot also shows the comparisons
between results from this work and those of Siegel (1960).

The results in Figure 4.1 are very interesting; the transient and the steady state regions can
clearly be seen. The portion of the curves that change with time is the transient region and the flat
portion of the curves is the steady state region. Notice that transient behavior continues longer at
larger axial positions. The fully developed curve takes the longest time to reach steady state. In
fact, at a nondimensional time of one, the fully developed curve has not yet reached steady state.
It is close, but the data of Siegel (1960) and our results were stopped at this point. As expected, all
heat fluxes are larger in the transient region as compared to the steady region. Because of the
abrupt change in wall temperature boundary condition used, theoretically the heat fluxes are
infinite right at the time of the temperature step change. A step change in the temperature between
the wall and the fluid results in an infinite temperature gradient at the wall for an infinitesimal
amount of time. This infinite temperature gradient disappears quickly and is not something that
would appear in an actual physical situation. The curves shown in Figure 4.1 indicate heat fluxes
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going to large values as time approaches zero, but not infinite values. Values close to a time equal
to zero have been eliminated from the plot by limiting the maximum value shown on the vertical
axis. Doing this allows the reader to better see the details at the lower heat flux values, which are
the more physically realistic results. Essentially, what is considered to be a nonrealistic, but
computationally correct, portion of the curve has been eliminated. This portion of the curve is
physically unrealistic because of the physically unrealistic step change in surface temperatures
used to apply the transients to the temperature field.
It is also interesting to see how the transient behavior is similar at all axial positions until
slightly before steady state is reached at a particular axial location. This makes sense because every
location along the plate sees the same conditions at early times. It is not until fully developed
boundary layers at a given location are nearly formed, that differences in heat fluxes at different
locations begin to be seen. At steady state, the differences occur in the entrance region because the
boundary layers are different thicknesses.

4.1.2 Nusselt Numbers at the Walls
In Figure 4.2, the results of Figure 4.1 are presented in a different form. Instead of
presenting the nondimenisonal heat flux, the Nusselt number is presented. In essence, the Nusselt
number is a nondimensional means of presenting the heat transfer coefficient. This is the reason
that this work was undertaken, to calculate heat transfer coefficients in transient situations. Thus,
Figure 4.2 shows that these capabilities have been achieved. Another difference between the results
shown in Figures 4.1 and 4.2 is the horizontal axis has been changed to nondimensional axial
position in Figure 4.2 where it is nondimensional time in Figure 4.1. The nondimensional axial
position used is that given by Equation (3.79). The different curves in Figure 4.2 are for different
times, while the different curves in Figure 4.1 are for different axial positions.
It must be recognized that the plot in Figure 4.1 extends to very large distances along the
channel in the axial direction. This was done so that the fully developed, steady Nusselt number
of 7.54 is shown. This is another indication that the developed computer code is producing good
results. Fully developed flow occurs at a 𝜉 value of about 0.9; however, to get three significant
figures of accuracy in the steady Nusselt number, numerical calculations must be carried out to
much larger 𝜉 values. This is the reason for plotting Nusselt numbers out to a 𝜉 value of 4 in Figure
4.2. In doing this the shape increases in all of the curves in Figure 4.2 cannot be seen. The sharp
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increases as 𝜉 approaches zero are still there, they are just right on top of the vertical axis. These
sharp increases as 𝜉 approaches zero can be seen in Figure 4.4 with is only plotted to 𝜉 value of
0.4.
Each of the curve in Figure 4.2 represents an instant of time. It is interesting that each of
these curves is similar. Each instant of time has much higher heat transfer coefficients in the
developing region of the channel than in the fully developed region of the channel; even at times
before the velocity and nondimensional temperature profiles have become fully developed. Each
curve has a drop in the Nusselt number at the entrance to the parallel plate channel and then flattens
out as it reaches what can be considered the fully developed region, just like the steady state curve
shown in Figure 4.2. The major difference between each of the curves is one of magnitude, not
shape. Also shown in the results presented in Figure 4.2, is the Nusselt number, and thus the
convective heat transfer coefficient, decreases with increasing time. There is a decay in the
magnitude of the Nusselt number towards the steady state values. This occurs because there is a
natural tendency to reduce temperature gradients within the fluid. These gradients are never
completely eliminated, because the boundary conditions maintain some level of temperature
differences in the flow. However, the initial steep gradients caused by the step change in the wall
temperatures are eroded over time.
4.2 TRANSIENT TEMPERATURE FIELD AND TRANSIENT VELOCITY FIELD
4.2.1 Convective Fluxes and Nusselt numbers at the Walls
The wall heat fluxes for the situation where the temperature field and the velocity field are
changing with time are shown in Figure 4.3 as the solid black lines. The dashed red lines show the
results from the transient temperature – steady velocity case. These are the computed results shown
in Figure 4.1, replotted in Figure 4.3 so that comparisons between the two situations can be made.
From Figure 4.3, it can easily be seen that wall heat fluxes from both cases behave similarly, there
are just small differences in the magnitudes in certain regions of the graph. These differences are
most large at steady state close to the entrance of the channel. At 𝜉 values of 0.03, 0.04, 0.07 and
0.10, heat fluxes from the transient temperature – steady velocity case are higher than those form
the transient temperature – steady velocity case. This is rather surprising because transient
velocities provide greater convective transport of heat close to the wall as compared to steady,
fully developed velocity profiles. This can be seen in the Nusselt number graph shown in Figure
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4.4. Nusselt numbers, and thus the convective heat transfer coefficient is always higher for the
transient velocity case. This rather surprising flip in wall heat transfer rates is due to the mean
temperature being higher at the displayed 𝜉 locations for the transient temperature – transient
velocity case than that for the transient temperature – steady velocity case. Transient velocity
profiles do have the ability to transport more heat than steady velocity profiles. This would be seen
if small 𝜉 values had been presented in Figure 4.3. At very small 𝜉 values, the transient velocity
case has higher wall heat fluxes. These higher heat fluxes cause the mean fluid temperature to rise
faster in the transient velocity case than the steady velocity case; thus, causing lower wall heat
fluxes for the transient velocity case compared to the steady velocity case for the 𝜉 values shown
in Figure 4.3 . Since fully developed velocity profiles are used in the transient temperature – steady
velocity case, wall heat fluxes and Nusselt numbers for the two cases plotted in Figures 4.3 and
4.4 converge as the fully developed region is approached.

Figure 4.2. Nusselt number results for transient temperature fields - steady velocity
fields.
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Figure 4.3. Heat flux results for the situation where both the temperature and velocity
fields undergo transients compared to the situation where the temperature is
transient and the fluid velocity is steady.

Figure 4.4. Nusselt number results for transient temperature – transient velocity
fields compared to the results for transient temperature – steady velocity fields.
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4.2.2 Field Plots
So that the reader can see the details produced by the computer code shown in the Appendix
of this thesis; and so that a greater understanding of the Nusselt number results presented in prior
sections can be obtained, field plots of the axial velocities, the plate-normal velocities, the
pressures, and the temperatures are presented at four different times. The first time presented is
close to the starting time, but not time zero, the last time presented is a steady state time, and two
times in between are given. Because the velocity and pressure fields respond on much shorter time
scales than the temperature fields, different times are used for these quantities than for the
temperature field plots. All these plots have the axial and plate-normal positions in the parallel
plate channel on the horizontal plane and the dependent variable on the vertical axis. Color-coding
is also used to show magnitude.
All field plots are done in terms of nondimensional quantities. The axial position coordinate
is nondimensionalized as shown in Equation (3.79), but the plate-normal position is
nondimensionalized with half the distance between the plates. This is the way Siegel (1960)
nondimesionalizes his coordinates. Thus, the results in all the field plots have the plate-normal
position as
𝑦∗ =

𝑦
.
𝐻/2

(4.3)

The velocity quantities in the field plots are nondimensionalized using the mean velocity giving
𝑢
𝑢∗ =
(4.4)
𝑢𝑚
and
𝑣∗ =

𝑣
.
𝑢𝑚

(4.5)

The nondimensional time used is still the Fourier number which is shown in Equation (3.78). The
pressures are nondimensionalized using the dynamic pressure of the fluid flow at the inlet to the
channel giving
𝑝∗ =

𝑝 − 𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑙𝑒𝑡
.
1 2
𝜌𝑢
2 𝑚

(4.6)

The fluid temperature is nondimensionalized relative to the wall temperature after it has undergone
a step change in value as
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𝑇∗ =

𝑇𝑤 − 𝑇
.
𝑇𝑤 − 𝑇𝑚

(4.7)

This nondimensionalization of temperature has the advantage of showing a fully developed
thermal region. The temperature 𝑇𝑚 in this equation is the bulk temperature, which is given by
Equation (3.75).
The first field quantity presented is the axial velocity. The four plots in Figures 4.5 through
4.8 show how the axial velocities develop with time. At the initial times, the velocity profiles are
mostly flat with steep gradients close to the walls. As time goes on, the velocity profiles start to
take on a parabolic shape, especially at locations far downstream of the entrance. In the entrance
region, the profiles maintain a flat region. This flat region corresponds to the potential core of the
entrance region. Right at the beginning of the plates, nondimensional 𝑥 or 𝜉 = 0, the axial
velocities have a nondimensional value of 1.0. This is why there is a rectangular portion of the
surface plot at the entrance to the channel. Of course, this rectangular profile immediately gets
rounded at axial positions greater than zero. This rectangular shape is obtained because of the
uniform inlet velocity boundary conditions used in the analysis.
Plate-normal velocity profiles are shown in Figures 4.9 through 4.12. The first thing that
should be noticed about these plots is the plate-normal velocities are extremely small. The largest
magnitude of plate-normal velocities is just downstream of the entrance. Right at the entrance, the
plate-normal velocities are zero, because zero is the inlet boundary condition used. The platenormal velocities at the entrance are the result of the axial velocity coming to an abrupt stop at the
wall. This stopping of the axial velocity causes plate-normal velocities to form. Further
downstream, the changes in the axial velocities are less abrupt and the resulting plate-normal
velocities are smaller. Plate-normal velocity changes tend to reduce quicker than the changes in
the axial velocities. In the fully developed region, the plate-normal velocities are zero.
Pressure changes along the channel are shown in Figures 4.13 through 4.16. All pressures
are shown relative to the inlet pressure; this is why all pressure values are negative. These figures
show the pressures drops being larger at the early times and getting smaller as time progresses. All
times show the pressure drops being larger closer to the entrance of the channel. These pressure
changes decrease as the flow progresses downstream. For the steady state solution, the pressure
shows a more exponential decrease in the entrance region and linear decrease in the fully
developed region.
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Lastly, the nondimensional temperature profiles are shown in Figures 4.17 through 4.20.
Just like the axial velocity profiles, at early times the temperature profiles are mostly flat across
the channel with steep gradients at the wall. Initially the nondimensional temperatures throughout
the channel are zero with nondimensional wall temperatures of zero. As time goes on, the profiles
become more parabolic in shape. While this plot does not extend to the fully developed thermal
region of the duct, the profile shape at the largest nondimensional x location shown in Figure 4.20
is what the profile looks like in the fully developed region of the channel. A difference that will
occur between the last nondimensional x location shown in Figure 4.20 and a profile shown in the
fully developed region, is the magnitudes. The centerline nondimensional temperatures will
increase a little. These increases are hard to see on a surface plot like in Figure 4.20. So that the
changes in the entrance region can be seen more clearly, the plots of nondimensional temperature
are only made a small way through the entrance region.
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Figure 4.5. Axial velocity field at a nondimensional time of 0.00118.

Figure 4.6. Axial velocity field at a nondimensional time of 0.00883.
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Figure 4.7. Axial velocity field at a nondimensional time of 0.0294.

Figure 4.8. Axial velocity field at a nondimensional time approaching ∞.
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Figure 4.9. Plate-normal velocity field at a nondimensional time of 0.00118.

Figure 4.10. Plate-normal velocity field at a nondimensional time of 0.00883.
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Figure 4.11. Plate-normal velocity field at a nondimensional time of 0.0294.

Figure 4.12. Plate-normal velocity field at a nondimensional time approaching ∞.
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Figure 4.13. Pressure field at a nondimensional time of 0.00118.

Figure 4.14. Pressure field at a nondimensional time of 0.00883.
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Figure 4.15. Pressure field at a nondimensional time of 0.0294.

Figure 4.16. Pressure field at a nondimensional time approaching ∞.
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Figure 4.17. Temperature field at a nondimensional time of 0.00294.

Figure 4.18. Temperature field at a nondimensional time of 0.00589.
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Figure 4.19. Temperature field at a nondimensional time of 0.294.

Figure 4.20. Temperature field at a nondimensional time approaching ∞.
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Chapter 5. Summary and Future Work

5.1 SUMMARY
The main objective of this work has been obtained with the MATLAB computer code
shown in the Appendix A. This computer simulation solves the appropriate form of the
conservation of mass, conservation of momentum, and conservation of energy equations as applied
to laminar fluid flow and single phase convective heat transfer in a parallel plate channel. The
model is capable of modeling transient, two-dimensional convection problems in a Cartesian
coordinate system. The means of solving the governing differential equations is a finite volume
technique. In order to handle the coupling between the momentum and conservation of mass
equations, the SIMPLE algorithm is used.
The results from this computer code have been compared to published results for the case
of transient temperature profiles in a parallel plate channel. The actual results compared are
nondimensional heat fluxes at the wall as a function of axial positions. The comparisons are
extremely good with small deviations in transient portions of the curves. It is believed that the
results produced by the developed computer code are more accurate than the published results,
which were produced in 1960 with a series solution method. It is believed that the solution
technique used is to obtain the published results is only approximate, and shows this approximate
nature in certain regions of the results. Overall, it is concluded that an accurate computer program
that can be used to study transient heat transfer coefficients in laminar flow has been produced.
Heat transfer results have been presented for two transient situations. The first situation is
where the temperature field undergoes a transient response to a step change in boundary
temperature, while the fluid velocity is taken as the steady, fully developed values at all axial
locations along the channel. The second situation considered is where both the temperature fields
and the velocity fields undergo transients. The temperature fields are made transient by applying
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a step change to the wall temperatures and the velocity fields naturally adjust from a uniform initial
value equal to the inlet velocity to their steady non-uniform values at each location in the parallel
plate channel. It was found that the transient velocity changes studied in this thesis take much less
time to reach steady state than transient temperature field changes.
For these two cases, results have been presented for nondimensionalized heat fluxes at the
walls as a function of nondimensional time for several different axial positions. Because the
objective of this work was to produce heat transfer coefficients, Nusselt numbers were presented
as a function of position for several different times. For both the cases considered the transient
Nusselt numbers, and thus the transient convective heat transfer coefficients, are always larger
than their steady state counterpart. This is reasonable because time attempts to make the
temperature gradients as small as the boundary conditions allow. At very small times, the Nusselt
numbers are quite large, and at smaller times the Nusselt numbers decay to their steady state values.
For the transient temperature – transient velocity case detailed surface plots of the axial
velocities, plate-normal velocities, pressures, and temperatures are presented. Four surface plots
of each of these four dependent variables are presented at four different times during the transient
behavior of the system. One early time, one time when steady state has been reached, and two
times in between are given. These results allow the reader to see the detailed information produced
by the developed computer code, as well as how the fundamental dependent variables behave as a
function of time and position in the parallel plate channel.

5.2 FUTURE WORK
The next step that should be undertaken to make the ultimate goal of obtaining unsteady
heat transfer correlations a reality, is to use the developed computer tool to study many different
transient convective heat transfer problems. Solutions to many convective heat transfer problems
are required so that a firm understanding of the effect of different variables on transient convection
is obtained. This needs to be done before any logical approximations of an equation form for
transient heat transfer coefficients can be attempted. A start on this endeavor has been done in this
thesis, but many more cases need to be studied.
The first recommendation to be made is that changes to the velocity field should not be
initiated by abruptly changing the inlet velocity. The reason for this is that the chosen method for
injecting transients in the velocity field do not last very long. Having a uniform velocity decay to
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its steady state values occurs rather quickly. This means the effect of transient velocity profiles on
the heat transfer coefficient is short lived and of relatively small magnitude. A better way to inject
transients into the velocity field would be to implement pressure boundary conditions at the inlet
and exit and then cause an abrupt change to the inlet pressure. This would be more a more realistic
way to inject transient velocity behavior into the simulation.
Transients in the temperature field need to be studied much more than was done here. Only
one way of injecting transient behavior into the temperature field was considered in this work. In
reality, these transients can be injected in a number of ways. In this work temperature transients
were injected by changing the wall temperature abruptly. A second possibility for injecting
temperature field transients is by changing the inlet temperature. This second method of injecting
temperature fields transients has to be studied because it is believed that each of these two cases
will result in different heat transfer coefficients. Most certainly this is true until the inlet
temperature fluid arrives at a given axial position. In addition to these two methods of injecting
transient temperature behavior, the way in which the inlet temperatures or the wall temperatures
are varied with time needs to be studied. The inlet or wall temperatures can be implemented as a
one time change or as periodic changes, they can be abrupt changes or gradual changes, or they
can be stochastic or determinant changes. It is precisely the number of ways in which transient
behavior can be injected into the connective heat transfer problem that make developing general
transient convective heat transfer coefficient correlations difficult.
While there is still a great deal of work to be done in order to reach the long ranch goal of
developing transient heat transfer correlations, a good first step has been completed. The computer
tool developed as part of this thesis work will allow the next graduate student to quickly start
studying transient convective heat transfer behavior for the many ways in which transient
convective heat transfer behavior can be injected into flow between parallel plates or flow over a
flat plate.
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Appendix. Computer Program
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Main
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%CFD computer code based on SIMPLE algorithm of Pantakar. This is a two-diemsionsional, unsteady code in
%Cartesian cordindates for solving u-velocity, v-velocity, pressure, and temperature. Basically this
%code solves for flow between infinite parallel plates from the inlet to as far down stream as you
%want to go.
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Clear screen and buffers
clc
clear all
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Inputs
%Small numbers
error = 1.0E-6;
small_no = error/100;
%Time step
nt = 30; %number of time steps
dt = 50; %seconds
%Length
length = 3.0; %m
height = 0.1; %m
%Numbers of grid pints and control volumes
ncvXm = 41; %41; %Number of control volumes in the x direction
ncvYm = 21; %1600; %Number of control volumes in the y direction
ngpstXm = 1; %Starting grid point in x-direction for main grid
ngpXm = ncvXm+2; %Number of grid points in the x direction
ngpstYm = 1; %Starting grid point in y-direction for main grid
ngpYm = ncvYm+2; %Number of grid points in the y direction
ncvXu = ncvXm; %Number of u-grid control volumes in the x-direction
ncvYu = ncvYm; %Number of u-grid control volumes in the y-direction
ngpstXu = 2; %Starting grid point in x-direction for u-grid
ngpXu = ncvXu+2; %Number of u-grid points in the x-direction
ngpstYu = 1; %Starting grid point in y-direction for u-grid
ngpYu = ncvYu+2; %Number of u-grid points in the y-direction
ncvXv = ncvXm; %Number of v-grid control volumes in the x-direction
ncvYv = ncvYm; %Number of v-grid control volumes in the y-direction
ngpstXv = 1; %Starting grid point in x-direction for v-grid
ngpXv = ncvXv+2; %Number of v-grid points in the x-direction
ngpstYv = 2; %Starting grid point in x-direction for v-grid
ngpYv = ncvYv+2; %Number of v-grid points in the y-direction
%Relaxation factors
alpha_p = 0.5; %0.8; %Pressure correction relaxation
alpha_uv = 0.5; %0.5; %Velocity relaxation
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alpha_t = 1.0; %1.0; %Temperature relaxation
%defining time array
time(1:nt) = 0.0;
for t=2:nt
time(t) = dt+time(t-1);
end
%Properties (Liquid water at 300K)
density = 997.01; %1.1614 %997.01; %kg/m^3
mu = 855.0E-6; %184.6E-7 %855.0E-6; %viscosity N-s/m^2
thermalcond = 0.613; %0.0263 %0.613; %W/m-K
Cp = 4179.0; %1007.0 %4179.0; %J/Kg-K
Cv = 4179.0; %1007.0 %4179.0; %J/Kg-K
Pr = mu*Cp/thermalcond;
%Boundary and initial conditions
%u-velocity
u_velocity_x0 = 0.005; %m/s %This is the inlet boundary velocity
inlet_velocity = u_velocity_x0;
u_velocity_xL = 0.0; %m/s %This code has du/dx = 0 at the outlet boundary
u_velocity_y0 = 0.0; %m/s
u_velocity_yL = 0.0; %m/s
%v-velocity
v_velocity_x0 = 0.0; %m/s
v_velocity_xL = 0.0; %m/s
v_velocity_y0 = 0.0; %m/s
v_velocity_yL = 0.0; %m/s
%Pressuresre
pressure_x0 = 0.0; %Pa
pressure_xL = 0.0; %Pa
pressure_y0 = 0.0; %Pa
pressure_yL = 0.0; %Pa
%Temperatures
temperature_i = 30.0;
temperature_x0 = 30.0; %oC
temperature_xL = 30.0; %oC
temperature_y0 = 100.0; %oC
temperature_yL = 100.0; %oC
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Define array sizes
%Main grid
xm(1:ngpXm) = 0.0;
ym(1:ngpYm) = 0.0;
DeltagpXm(1:ngpXm) = 0.0;
DeltagpYm(1:ngpYm) = 0.0;
deltacvXm(1:ngpXm) = 0.0;
deltacvYm(1:ngpYm) = 0.0;
%u-momentum on u-grid
xu(1:ngpXu) = 0.0;
yu(1:ngpYu) = 0.0;
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DeltagpXu(1:ngpXu) = 0.0;
DeltagpYu(1:ngpYu) = 0.0;
deltacvXu(1:ngpXu) = 0.0;
deltacvYu(1:ngpYu) = 0.0;
u_velocityu(1:ngpXu,1:ngpYu,1:nt) = 0.0;
UfXu(1:ngpXu,1:ngpYu) = 0.0;
VfYu(1:ngpXu,1:ngpYu) = 0.0;
DXu(1:ngpXu,1:ngpYu) = 0.0;
DYu(1:ngpXu,1:ngpYu) = 0.0;
FXu(1:ngpXu,1:ngpYu) = 0.0;
FYu(1:ngpXu,1:ngpYu) = 0.0;
PXu(1:ngpXu,1:ngpYu) = 0.0;
PYu(1:ngpXu,1:ngpYu) = 0.0;
aeu(1:ngpXu,1:ngpYu) = 0.0;
awu(1:ngpXu,1:ngpYu) = 0.0;
asu(1:ngpXu,1:ngpYu) = 0.0;
anu(1:ngpXu,1:ngpYu) = 0.0;
apu(1:ngpXu,1:ngpYu) = 0.0;
apou(1:ngpXu,1:ngpYu) = 0.0;
bsrcu(1:ngpXu,1:ngpYu) = 0.0;
Scu(1:ngpXu,1:ngpYu) = 0.0;
Spu(1:ngpXu,1:ngpYu) = 0.0;
um(1:ngpXm,1:nt) = 0.0;
mdot(1:nt) = 0.0;
Re(1:nt) = 0.0;
%v-momentum on v-grid
xv(1:ngpXv) = 0.0;
yv(1:ngpYv) = 0.0;
DeltagpXv(1:ngpXv) = 0.0;
DeltagpYv(1:ngpYv) = 0.0;
deltacvXv(1:ngpXv) = 0.0;
deltacvYv(1:ngpYv) = 0.0;
v_velocityv(1:ngpXv,1:ngpYv,1:nt) = 0.0;
UfXv(1:ngpXm,1:ngpYm) = 0.0;
VfYv(1:ngpXm,1:ngpYm) = 0.0;
DXv(1:ngpXv,1:ngpYv) = 0.0;
DYv(1:ngpXv,1:ngpYv) = 0.0;
FXv(1:ngpXv,1:ngpYv) = 0.0;
FYv(1:ngpXv,1:ngpYv) = 0.0;
PXv(1:ngpXv,1:ngpYv) = 0.0;
PYv(1:ngpXv,1:ngpYv) = 0.0;
aev(1:ngpXv,1:ngpYv) = 0.0;
awv(1:ngpXv,1:ngpYv) = 0.0;
asv(1:ngpXv,1:ngpYv) = 0.0;
anv(1:ngpXv,1:ngpYv) = 0.0;
apv(1:ngpXv,1:ngpYv) = 0.0;
apov(1:ngpXv,1:ngpYv) = 0.0;
bsrcv(1:ngpXv,1:ngpYv) = 0.0;
Scv(1:ngpXv,1:ngpYv) = 0.0;
Spv(1:ngpXv,1:ngpYv) = 0.0;
%Pressure on main grid
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DXp(1:ngpXm,1:ngpYm) = 0.0;
DYp(1:ngpXm,1:ngpYm) = 0.0;
pressurepc(1:ngpXm,1:ngpYm) = 0.0;
pressurep(1:ngpXm,1:ngpYm,1:nt) = 0.0;
aep(1:ngpXm,1:ngpYm) = 0.0;
awp(1:ngpXm,1:ngpYm) = 0.0;
asp(1:ngpXm,1:ngpYm) = 0.0;
anp(1:ngpXm,1:ngpYm) = 0.0;
app(1:ngpXm,1:ngpYm) = 0.0;
bsrcp(1:ngpXm,1:ngpYm) = 1.0;
Scp(1:ngpXm,1:ngpYm) = 0.0;
Spp(1:ngpXm,1:ngpYm) = 0.0;
maxp(1:nt) = 0.0;
%Temperature on main grid
DXt(1:ngpXm,1:ngpYm) = 0.0;
DYt(1:ngpXm,1:ngpYm) = 0.0;
FXt(1:ngpXm,1:ngpYm) = 0.0;
FYt(1:ngpXm,1:ngpYm) = 0.0;
PXt(1:ngpXm,1:ngpYm) = 0.0;
PYt(1:ngpXm,1:ngpYm) = 0.0;
temperaturet(1:ngpXm,1:ngpYm,1:nt) = 0.0;
temperature_oldt(1:ngpXm,1:ngpYm,1:nt) = 1.0;
aet(1:ngpXm,1:ngpYm) = 0.0;
awt(1:ngpXm,1:ngpYm) = 0.0;
ast(1:ngpXm,1:ngpYm) = 0.0;
ant(1:ngpXm,1:ngpYm) = 0.0;
apt(1:ngpXm,1:ngpYm) = 0.0;
apot(1:ngpXm,1:ngpYm) = 0.0;
bsrct(1:ngpXm,1:ngpYm) = 0.0;
Sct(1:ngpXm,1:ngpYm) = 0.0;
Spt(1:ngpXm,1:ngpYm) = 0.0;
temperatureb(1:ngpXm,1:nt) = 0.0;
convheatcoeft(1:ngpXm) = 0.0;
convheatcoefb(1:ngpXm) = 0.0;
Nut(1:ngpXm,1:nt) = 0.0;
Nub(1:ngpXm,1:nt) = 0.0;
q_wb(1:ngpXm,1:nt) = 0.0;
qstar(1:ngpXm,1:nt)= 0.0;
u_non(1:ngpXu,1:ngpYu,1:nt) = 0.0;
v_non(1:ngpXv,1:ngpYv,1:nt) = 0.0;
p_non(1:ngpXm,1:ngpYm,1:nt) = 0.0;
t_non(1:ngpXm,1:ngpYm,1:nt) = 0.0;
%TDMA arrays
maxgp = max(ngpXm,ngpYm);
a(1:maxgp) = 0.0;
b(1:maxgp) = 0.0;
c(1:maxgp) = 0.0;
d(1:maxgp) = 0.0;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Geometry
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%Main-grid
%Main-grid grid point spacing
DeltagpXm(1) = 0.0;
DeltagpXm(2) = length/ncvXm/2;
DeltagpXm(3:ngpXm-1) = length/ncvXm;
DeltagpXm(ngpXm) = length/ncvXm/2;
DeltagpYm(1) = 0.0;
DeltagpYm(2) = height/ncvYm/2;
DeltagpYm(3:ngpYm-1) = height/ncvYm;
DeltagpYm(ngpYm) = height/ncvYm/2;
%Main-grid control volume sizes
deltacvXm(1) = 0.0;
deltacvXm(2) = DeltagpXm(2)+DeltagpXm(3)/2;
for i = 3:ngpXm-2
deltacvXm(i) = (DeltagpXm(i)+DeltagpXm(i+1))/2;
end
deltacvXm(ngpXm-1) = DeltagpXm(ngpXm-1)/2+DeltagpXm(ngpXm);
deltacvXm(ngpXm) = 0.0;
deltacvYm(1) = 0.0;
deltacvYm(2) = DeltagpYm(2)+DeltagpYm(3)/2;
for j = 3:ngpYm-2
deltacvYm(j) = (DeltagpYm(j)+DeltagpYm(j+1))/2;
end
deltacvYm(ngpYm-1) = DeltagpYm(ngpYm-1)/2+DeltagpYm(ngpYm);
deltacvYm(ngpYm) = 0.0;
%Main-grid grid point locations
xm(1) = 0.0;
for i = 2:ngpXm-1
xm(i) = xm(i-1)+DeltagpXm(i);
end
xm(ngpXm) = xm(ngpXm-1)+DeltagpXm(ngpXm);
ym(1) = 0.0;
for j = 2:ngpYm-1
ym(j) = ym(j-1)+DeltagpYm(j);
end
ym(ngpYm) = ym(ngpYm-1)+DeltagpYm(ngpYm);
%u-grid
%u-grid grid point spacing
DeltagpXu(1) = 0.0;
DeltagpXu(2) = 0.0;
DeltagpXu(3:ngpXu) = length/ncvXu;
DeltagpYu(1) = 0.0;
DeltagpYu(2) = height/ncvYu/2;
DeltagpYu(3:ngpYu-1) = height/ncvYu;
DeltagpYu(ngpYu) = height/ncvYu/2;
%u-grid control volume sizes
deltacvXu(1) = 0.0;
deltacvXu(2) = 0.0;
deltacvXu(3) = DeltagpXu(3)+DeltagpXu(4)/2;
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for i = 4:ngpXu-2
deltacvXu(i) = (DeltagpXu(i)+DeltagpXu(i+1))/2;
end
deltacvXu(ngpXu-1) = DeltagpXu(ngpXu-1)/2+DeltagpXu(ngpXu);
deltacvXu(ngpXu) = 0.0;
deltacvYu(1) = 0.0;
deltacvYu(2) = DeltagpYu(2)+DeltagpYu(3)/2;
for j = 3:ngpYu-2
deltacvYu(j) = (DeltagpYu(j)+DeltagpYu(j+1))/2;
end
deltacvYu(ngpYu-1) = DeltagpYu(ngpYu-1)/2+DeltagpYu(ngpYu);
deltacvYu(ngpYu) = 0.0;
%u-grid grid point locations
xu(1) = 0.0;
for i = 2:ngpXu-1
xu(i) = xu(i-1)+DeltagpXu(i);
end
xu(ngpXu) = xu(ngpXu-1)+DeltagpXu(ngpXu);
yu(1) = 0.0;
for j = 2:ngpYu-1
yu(j) = yu(j-1)+DeltagpYu(j);
end
yu(ngpYu) = yu(ngpYu-1)+DeltagpYu(ngpYu);
%v-grid
%v-grid grid point spacing
DeltagpXv(1) = 0.0;
DeltagpXv(2) = length/ncvXv/2;
DeltagpXv(3:ngpXv-1) = length/ncvXv;
DeltagpXv(ngpXv) = length/ncvXv/2;
DeltagpYv(1) = 0.0;
DeltagpYv(2) = 0.0;
DeltagpYv(3:ngpYu) = height/ncvYu;
%v-grid control volume sizes
deltacvXv(1) = 0.0;
deltacvXv(2) = DeltagpXv(2)+DeltagpXv(3)/2;
for i = 3:ngpXv-2
deltacvXv(i) = (DeltagpXv(i)+DeltagpXv(i+1))/2;
end
deltacvXv(ngpXv-1) = DeltagpXv(ngpXv-1)/2+DeltagpXv(ngpXv);
deltacvXv(ngpXv) = 0.0;
deltacvYv(1) = 0.0;
deltacvYv(2) = 0.0;
deltacvYv(3) = DeltagpYv(3)+DeltagpYv(4)/2;
for j = 4:ngpYv-2
deltacvYv(j) = (DeltagpYv(j)+DeltagpYv(j+1))/2;
end
deltacvYv(ngpYv-1) = DeltagpYv(ngpYv-1)/2+DeltagpYv(ngpYv);
deltacvYv(ngpYv) = 0.0;
%v-grid grid point locations
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xv(1) = 0.0;
for i = 2:ngpXv-1
xv(i) = xv(i-1)+DeltagpXv(i);
end
xv(ngpXv) = xv(ngpXv-1)+DeltagpXv(ngpXv);
yv(1) = 0.0;
for j = 2:ngpYv-1
yv(j) = yv(j-1)+DeltagpYv(j);
end
yv(ngpYv) = yv(ngpYv-1)+DeltagpYv(ngpYv);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Boundary and intial conditions
%Set up u-velocities
u_velocityu(2,2:ngpYu-1,:) = u_velocity_x0;
u_velocityu(ngpXu,2:ngpYu-1,:) = u_velocity_xL;
u_velocityu(2:ngpXu,1,:) = u_velocity_y0;
u_velocityu(2:ngpXu,ngpYu,:) = u_velocity_yL;
u_velocityu(3:ngpXu,2:ngpYu-1,1) = u_velocity_x0;
mdot(1) = density*height*u_velocity_x0;
%Set up v-velocities
v_velocityv(1,2:ngpYu,:) = v_velocity_x0;
v_velocityv(ngpXu,2:ngpYu,:) = v_velocity_xL;
v_velocityv(2:ngpXu-1,2,:) = v_velocity_y0;
v_velocityv(2:ngpXu-1,ngpYu,:) = v_velocity_yL;
v_velocityv(2:ngpXu-1,3:ngpYu-1,1) = v_velocity_y0;
%Set up pressures
pressurep(1:ngpXm,1:ngpYm,:) = (pressure_x0+pressure_xL+pressure_y0+pressure_yL)/4.0;
%x-direction drop
% pressure_drop_per_unit_length = 100.0; %Pa/m
% total_pressure_drop = pressure_drop_per_unit_length*length;
% CV_pressure_drop = total_pressure_drop/ncvXm;
% pressurep(1,:) = total_pressure_drop;
% pressurep(2,:) = pressurep(1,:)-CV_pressure_drop/2;
% for i = 3:ngpXm-1
% for j = 1:ngpYm
%
pressurep(i,j) = pressurep(i-1,j)-CV_pressure_drop;
% end
% end
% pressurep(ngpXm,:) = pressurep(ngpXm-1,:)-CV_pressure_drop/2;
% pressurepst = pressurep;
%y-direction drop
% pressure_drop_per_unit_length = 100.0; %Pa/m
% total_pressure_drop = pressure_drop_per_unit_length*height;
% CV_pressure_drop = total_pressure_drop/ncvYm;
% pressurep(:,1) = total_pressure_drop;
% pressurep(:,2) = pressurep(:,1)-CV_pressure_drop/2;
% for j = 3:ngpYm-1
% for i = 1:ngpXm
%
pressurep(i,j) = pressurep(i,j-1)-CV_pressure_drop;
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% end
% end
% pressurep(:,ngpYm) = pressurep(:,ngpYm-1)-CV_pressure_drop/2;
% pressurepst = pressurep;
%Set up temperatures
temperaturet(1,2:ngpYm-1,:) = temperature_x0;
temperaturet(ngpXm,2:ngpYm-1,:) = temperature_xL;
temperaturet(1:ngpXm,1,:) = temperature_y0;
temperaturet(1:ngpXm,ngpYu,:) = temperature_yL;
temperaturet(2:ngpXu-1,2:ngpYu-1,1) = temperature_i;

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Time loop for u-velocity, v-velocity, and pressure equations
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
for t=2:nt
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Loop to converge u-velocity, v-velocity, and pressure correction equations
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
countuvp = 0;
bsrcp(1:ngpXm,1:ngpYm) = 1.0;
%While statement to perform iteration loop on u, v, and p' numerical equations
while (max(max(abs(bsrcp))) > error)
countuvp = countuvp+1;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Quantities needed for coefficeints for numerical equations
%Face velocities for u-grid
%x-direction
UfXu(1,1:ngpYm) = 0.0;
UfXu(2,1:ngpYm) = 0.0;
UfXu(3,1:ngpYm) = u_velocityu(2,1:ngpYu,t);
for j = 1:ngpYm
for i = 4:ngpXm-1
UfXu(i,j) = ((u_velocityu(i,j,t)*(xm(i-1)-xu(i-1)))+(u_velocityu(i-1,j,t)*(xu(i)-xm(i-1))))/(xu(i)-xu(i-1));
end
end
UfXu(ngpXm,1:ngpYm) = u_velocityu(ngpXm,1:ngpYm,t);
%y-direction
VfYu(1:ngpXm,1) = 0.0;
VfYu(1,2:ngpYm) = 0.0;
VfYu(2,2:ngpYm) = v_velocityv(1,2:ngpYm,t);
for j = 2:ngpYm
for i = 3:ngpXm-1
VfYu(i,j) = ((v_velocityv(i,j,t)*(xu(i)-xv(i-1)))+v_velocityv(i-1,j,t)*(xv(i)-xu(i)))/(xv(i)-xv(i-1));
end
end
VfYu(ngpXm,2:ngpYm) = v_velocityv(ngpXm,2:ngpYm,t);
%Flow terms for u-grid
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%x-direction
for i = 1:ngpXu
for j = 1:ngpYu
FXu(i,j) = density*UfXu(i,j)*deltacvYu(j);
end
end
%y-direction
for i = 1:ngpXu
for j = 1:ngpYu
FYu(i,j) = density*VfYu(i,j)*deltacvXu(i);
end
end
%Diffusion terms for u-grid
%x-direction
DXu(1,1:ngpYm) = 0.0;
DXu(2,1:ngpYm) = 0.0;
for i = 3:ngpXm-1
for j = 1:ngpYm
DXu(i,j) = mu*deltacvYu(j)/DeltagpXu(i);
end
end
DXu(ngpXm,1:ngpYm) = 0.0;
%y-direction
DYu(1:ngpXm,1) = 0.0;
DYu(1,2:ngpYm) = 0.0;
for i = 2:ngpXm
for j = 2:ngpYm
DYu(i,j) = (mu*deltacvXu(i))/(DeltagpYu(j));
end
end
%Peclet numbers for u-grid
PXu = FXu./(DXu+small_no);
PYu = FYu./(DYu+small_no);
%Face velocities for v-grid
%x-direction
UfXv(1,1:ngpYm) = 0.0;
UfXv(2:ngpXm,1) = 0.0;
UfXv(2:ngpXm,2) = u_velocityu(2:ngpXm,1,t);
for j = 3:ngpYm-1
for i = 2:ngpXm
UfXv(i,j) = ((u_velocityu(i,j,t)*(yv(j)-yu(j-1)))+(u_velocityu(i,j-1,t)*(yu(j)-yv(j))))/(yu(j)-yu(j-1));
end
end
UfXv(2:ngpXm,ngpYm) = u_velocityu(2:ngpXm,ngpYm,t);
%y-direction
VfYv(1:ngpXm,1) = 0.0;
VfYv(1:ngpXm,2) = 0.0;
VfYv(1:ngpXm,3) = v_velocityv(1:ngpXv,2,t);
for j = 4:ngpYm-1
for i = 1:ngpXm
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VfYv(i,j) = (v_velocityv(i,j,t)*(ym(j-1)-yv(j-1))+v_velocityv(i,j-1,t)*(yv(j)-ym(j-1)))/(yv(j)-yv(j-1));
end
end
VfYv(1:ngpXm,ngpYm) = v_velocityv(1:ngpXv,ngpYm,t);
%Flow terms for v-grid
%x-direction
for i = 1:ngpXv
for j = 1:ngpYv
FXv(i,j) = density*UfXv(i,j)*deltacvYv(j);
end
end
%y-direction
for i = 1:ngpXv
for j = 1:ngpYv
FYv(i,j) = density*VfYv(i,j)*deltacvXv(i);
end
end
%Diffusion terms for v-grid
%x-direction
DXv(1,1:ngpYm) = 0.0;
DXv(2,1:ngpYm) = mu.*deltacvYv./DeltagpXv(2);
for i = 3:ngpXm
for j = 1:ngpYm
DXv(i,j) = (mu*deltacvYv(j))/(DeltagpXv(i));
end
end
%y-direction
DYv(1:ngpXm,1) = 0.0;
DYv(1:ngpXm,2) = 0.0;
DYv(1:ngpXm,3) = (mu.*deltacvXv)./(DeltagpYv(3));
for i = 1:ngpXm
for j = 3:ngpYm
DYv(i,j) = (mu*deltacvXv(i))/(DeltagpYv(j));
end
end
%Peclet numbers for v-grid
PXv = FXv./(DXv+small_no);
PYv = FYv./(DYv+small_no);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Coefficients for the u velocity numerical momentum equation
%Outer ring
%Top
i = 2; %i = 1 is not used in computations becuase it does not exist.
for j = 1:ngpYu
Scu(i,j) = 0.0;
Spu(i,j) = 0.0;
awu(i,j) = 0.0;
aeu(i,j) = 0.0;
asu(i,j) = 0.0;
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anu(i,j) = 0.0;
apou(i,j) = 0.0;
apu(i,j) = 1.0;
bsrcu(i,j) = u_velocity_x0;
end
%Bottom
i = ngpXu;
for j = 2:ngpYu-1
Scu(i,j) = 0.0;
Spu(i,j) = 0.0;
awu(i,j) = 0.0;
aeu(i,j) = 0.0;
asu(i,j) = 0.0;
anu(i,j) = 0.0;
apou(i,j) = 0.0;
apu(i,j) = 1.0;
bsrcu(i,j) = u_velocity_xL;
end
%Left
j = 1;
for i = 3:ngpXu
Scu(i,j) = 0.0;
Spu(i,j) = 0.0;
awu(i,j) = 0.0;
aeu(i,j) = 0.0;
asu(i,j) = 0.0;
anu(i,j) = 0.0;
apou(i,j) = 0.0;
apu(i,j) = 1.0;
bsrcu(i,j) = u_velocity_y0;
end
%Right
j = ngpYu;
for i = 3:ngpXu
Scu(i,j) = 0.0;
Spu(i,j) = 0.0;
awu(i,j) = 0.0;
aeu(i,j) = 0.0;
asu(i,j) = 0.0;
anu(i,j) = 0.0;
apou(i,j) = 0.0;
apu(i,j) = 1.0;
bsrcu(i,j) = u_velocity_yL;
end
%Interior points
for i = 3:ngpXu-1
for j = 2:ngpYu-1
Scu(i,j) = 0.0;
Spu(i,j) = 0.0;
awu(i,j) = DXu(i,j)*APL(PXu(i,j))+max(FXu(i,j),0);
aeu(i,j) = DXu(i+1,j)*APL(PXu(i+1,j))+max(-FXu(i+1,j),0);
asu(i,j) = DYu(i,j)*APL(PYu(i,j))+max(FYu(i,j),0);
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anu(i,j) = DYu(i,j+1)*APL(PYu(i,j+1))+max(-FYu(i,j+1),0);
apou(i,j) = density*deltacvXu(i)*deltacvYu(j)/dt;
apu(i,j) = (awu(i,j)+aeu(i,j)+asu(i,j)+anu(i,j)+apou(i,j)-Spu(i,j)*deltacvXu(i)*deltacvYu(j))/alpha_uv;
bsrcu(i,j) = deltacvXu(i)*deltacvYu(j)*Scu(i,j)+apou(i,j)*u_velocityu(i,j,t-1)+(pressurep(i-1,j,t)pressurep(i,j,t))*deltacvYu(j)+(1-alpha_uv)*apu(i,j)*u_velocityu(i,j,t);
end
end
%Write over source terms with different pressure differences. These pressure terms are different than the other
interior ones.
i = 3;
for j = 2:ngpYu-1
bsrcu(i,j) = deltacvXu(i)*deltacvYu(j)*Scu(i,j)+apou(i,j)*u_velocityu(i,j,t-1)+(pressurep(i-2,j,t)pressurep(i,j,t))*deltacvYu(j)+(1-alpha_uv)*apu(i,j)*u_velocityu(i,j,t);
end
i = ngpXu-1;
for j = 2:ngpYu-1
bsrcu(i,j) = deltacvXu(i)*deltacvYu(j)*Scu(i,j)+apou(i,j)*u_velocityu(i,j,t-1)+(pressurep(i-1,j,t)pressurep(i+1,j,t))*deltacvYu(j)+(1-alpha_uv)*apu(i,j)*u_velocityu(i,j,t);
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Coefficients for the v velocity numerical momentum equation
%Outer ring
%Top
i = 1;
for j = 2:ngpYv
Scv(i,j) = 0.0;
Spv(i,j) = 0.0;
awv(i,j) = 0.0;
aev(i,j) = 0.0;
asv(i,j) = 0.0;
anv(i,j) = 0.0;
apov(i,j) = 0.0;
apv(i,j) = 1.0;
bsrcv(i,j) = v_velocity_x0;
end
%Bottom
i = ngpXv;
for j = 2:ngpYv
Scv(i,j) = 0.0;
Spv(i,j) = 0.0;
awv(i,j) = 0.0;
aev(i,j) = 0.0;
asv(i,j) = 0.0;
anv(i,j) = 0.0;
apov(i,j) = 0.0;
apv(i,j) = 1.0;
bsrcv(i,j) = v_velocity_xL;
end
%Left
j = 2; %j = 1 does not exist
for i = 2:ngpXv-1
Scv(i,j) = 0.0;
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Spv(i,j) = 0.0;
awv(i,j) = 0.0;
aev(i,j) = 0.0;
asv(i,j) = 0.0;
anv(i,j) = 0.0;
apov(i,j) = 0.0;
apv(i,j) = 1.0;
bsrcv(i,j) = v_velocity_y0;
end
%Right
j = ngpYv;
for i = 2:ngpXv-1
Scv(i,j) = 0.0;
Spv(i,j) = 0.0;
awv(i,j) = 0.0;
aev(i,j) = 0.0;
asv(i,j) = 0.0;
anv(i,j) = 0.0;
apov(i,j) = 0.0;
apv(i,j) = 1.0;
bsrcv(i,j) = v_velocity_yL;
end
%Interior points
for i = 2:ngpXv-1
for j = 3:ngpYv-1
Scv(i,j) = 0.0;
Spv(i,j) = 0.0;
awv(i,j) = DXv(i,j)*APL(PXv(i,j))+max(FXv(i,j),0);
aev(i,j) = DXv(i+1,j)*APL(PXv(i+1,j))+max(-FXv(i+1,j),0);
asv(i,j) = DYv(i,j)*APL(PYv(i,j))+max(FYv(i,j),0);
anv(i,j) = DYv(i,j+1)*APL(PYv(i,j+1))+max(-FYv(i,j+1),0);
apov(i,j) = density*deltacvXv(i)*deltacvYv(j)/dt;
apv(i,j) = (awv(i,j)+aev(i,j)+asv(i,j)+anv(i,j)+apov(i,j)-Spv(i,j)*deltacvXv(i)*deltacvYv(j))/alpha_uv;
bsrcv(i,j) = deltacvXv(i)*deltacvYv(j)*Scv(i,j)+apov(i,j)*v_velocityv(i,j,t-1)+(pressurep(i,j-1,t)pressurep(i,j,t))*deltacvXv(i)+(1-alpha_uv)*apv(i,j)*v_velocityv(i,j,t);
end
end
%Write over source terms with larger pressure difference spacing. These pressure terms are different than the
other interior ones.
j = 3;
for i = 2:ngpXv-1
bsrcv(i,j) = deltacvXv(i)*deltacvYv(j)*Scv(i,j)+apov(i,j)*v_velocityv(i,j,t-1)+(pressurep(i,j-2,t)pressurep(i,j,t))*deltacvXv(i)+(1-alpha_uv)*apv(i,j)*v_velocityv(i,j,t);
end
j = ngpYv-1;
for i = 2:ngpXv-1
bsrcv(i,j) = deltacvXv(i)*deltacvYv(j)*Scv(i,j)+apov(i,j)*v_velocityv(i,j,t-1)+(pressurep(i,j-1,t)pressurep(i,j+1,t))*deltacvXv(i)+(1-alpha_uv)*apv(i,j)*v_velocityv(i,j,t);
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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%Solve u and v momentum equations
%Solve u momentum equation
u_velocityu(:,:,t) = SOLVE(ngpstXu,ngpXm,ngpstYu,ngpYm,awu,aeu,asu,anu,apu,bsrcu,u_velocityu(:,:,t));
%Solve v momentum equation
v_velocityv(:,:,t) = SOLVE(ngpstXv,ngpXm,ngpstYv,ngpYm,awv,aev,asv,anv,apv,bsrcv,v_velocityv(:,:,t));
%end
%Fix up exit u-velocities for pressure correction equation
inflow = 0.0;
outflow = 0.0;
for j = 1:ngpYm
inflow = inflow+density*u_velocityu(2,j,t)*deltacvYu(j);
outflow = outflow+density*u_velocityu(ngpXm-1,j,t)*deltacvYu(j);
end
factor = inflow/(outflow+small_no);
u_velocityu(ngpXm,:,t) = u_velocityu(ngpXm-1,:,t)*factor;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Coefficients for pressure correction equation
%d-terms in pressure correction equation
%x-direction
DXp(1:2,1:ngpYm) = 0.0;
for i = 3:ngpXm-1
for j = 1:ngpYm
DXp(i,j) = deltacvYu(j)/(apu(i,j)+small_no);
end
end
DXp(ngpXm,1:ngpYm) = 0.0;
%y-direction
DYp(1:ngpXm,1:2) = 0.0;
for i = 1:ngpXm
for j = 3:ngpYm-1
DYp(i,j) = deltacvXv(i)/(apv(i,j)+small_no);
end
end
DYp(1:ngpXm,ngpYm) = 0.0;
%Outer ring
%Top
i = 1;
for j = 1:ngpYm
awp(i,j) = 0.0;
aep(i,j) = 0.0;
asp(i,j) = 0.0;
anp(i,j) = 0.0;
bsrcp(i,j) = 0.0;
app(i,j) = 1.0;
end
%Bottom
i = ngpXm;
for j = 1:ngpYm
awp(i,j) = 0.0;
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aep(i,j) = 0.0;
asp(i,j) = 0.0;
anp(i,j) = 0.0;
bsrcp(i,j) = 0.0;
app(i,j) = 1.0;
end
%Left
j = 1;
for i = 2:ngpXm-1
awp(i,j) = 0.0;
aep(i,j) = 0.0;
asp(i,j) = 0.0;
anp(i,j) = 0.0;
bsrcp(i,j) = 0.0;
app(i,j) = 1.0;
end
%Right
j = ngpYm;
for i = 2:ngpXm-1
awp(i,j) = 0.0;
aep(i,j) = 0.0;
asp(i,j) = 0.0;
anp(i,j) = 0.0;
bsrcp(i,j) = 0.0;
app(i,j) = 1.0;
end
%Interior points
for i = 2:ngpXm-1
for j = 2:ngpYm-1
awp(i,j) = density*DXp(i,j)*deltacvYm(j);
aep(i,j) = density*DXp(i+1,j)*deltacvYm(j);
asp(i,j) = density*DYp(i,j)*deltacvXm(i);
anp(i,j) = density*DYp(i,j+1)*deltacvXm(i);
bsrcp(i,j) = (density-density)*deltacvYm(j)*deltacvXm(i)/dt+density*(u_velocityu(i,j,t)u_velocityu(i+1,j,t))*deltacvYm(j)+density*(v_velocityv(i,j,t)-v_velocityv(i,j+1,t))*deltacvXm(i);
app(i,j) = awp(i,j)+aep(i,j)+asp(i,j)+anp(i,j);
end
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Solve pressure correction equation
pressurepc(1:ngpXm,1:ngpYm) = 0.0;
pressurepc = SOLVE(ngpstXm,ngpXm,ngpstYm,ngpYm,awp,aep,asp,anp,app,bsrcp,pressurepc);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Correct Qunatities
%Correct Pressures
pressurep(:,:,t) = pressurep(:,:,t)+alpha_p*pressurepc;
%Extrapolate to get wall pressures
j = 1;
for i = 2:ngpXm-1
pressurep(i,j,t) = pressurep(i,j+1,t)-(pressurep(i,j+2,t)-pressurep(i,j+1,t))*DeltagpYm(j+1)/DeltagpYm(j+2);
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end
j = ngpYm;
for i = 2:ngpXm-1
pressurep(i,j,t) = pressurep(i,j-1,t)+(pressurep(i,j-1,t)-pressurep(i,j-2,t))*DeltagpYm(j)/DeltagpYm(j-2);
end
i = 1;
for j = 1:ngpYm
pressurep(i,j,t) = pressurep(i+1,j,t)-(pressurep(i+2,j,t)-pressurep(i+1,j,t))*DeltagpXm(i+1)/DeltagpXm(i+2);
end
i = ngpXm;
for j = 1:ngpYm
pressurep(i,j,t) = pressurep(i-1,j,t)+(pressurep(i-1,j,t)-pressurep(i-2,j,t))*DeltagpXm(i)/DeltagpXm(i-1);
end
dpdx = (pressurep(ngpXm-1,floor(ngpYm/2),t)-pressurep(ngpXm-2,floor(ngpYm/2),t))/DeltagpXm(ngpXm-1);
%Correct u velocities
for j = 2:ngpYm-1
for i = 3:ngpXm-1
u_velocityu(i,j,t) = u_velocityu(i,j,t)+DXp(i,j)*(pressurepc(i-1,j)-pressurepc(i,j));
end
end
%Correct v velocities
for j = 3:ngpYm-1
for i = 2:ngpXm-1
v_velocityv(i,j,t) = v_velocityv(i,j,t)+DYp(i,j)*(pressurepc(i,j-1)-pressurepc(i,j));
end
end
%sourceconvergence = max(max(abs(bsrcp)))
%fprintf('%6i %12.4f\n',countuvp,dpdx);
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%End of main while statement to converge u-velocity, v-velocity, and pressure correction equations
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Mass flow rates, mean velocity, and Reynolds number
for i = 1:ngpXm
mdot(t) = 0.0;
for j=1:ngpYm
mdot(t) = mdot(t)+(density*u_velocityu(ngpXm-1,j,t)*deltacvYu(j));
end
um(i,t) = mdot(t)/(density*height);
end
Re(t) = density*um(ngpXm-2,t)*2*height/mu;
maxp(t) = max(max(pressurep(:,:,t)));
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%This is the end of the time loop for u-velocity, v-velocity, and pressure calculations
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Temperature calculations
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Transfer fully developed velocity profiles to all axial locations
% for t=1:nt
% for i = 1:ngpXm
%
for j = 1:ngpYm
%
u_velocityu(i,j,t) = u_velocityu(ngpXm-1,j,nt);
%
v_velocityv(i,j,t) = v_velocityv(ngpXm-1,j,nt);
%
end
% end
% end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Time loop for temperture equations
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
for t=2:nt
temperature_oldt(1:ngpXm,1:ngpYm,t) = 1.0;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Set up quantities for temperature equation
%Flow terms for temperature on main grid
%x-direction
FXt(1,1:ngpYm) = 0.0;
for i = 2:ngpXm
for j = 1:ngpYm
FXt(i,j) = density*u_velocityu(i,j,t)*deltacvYm(j)*Cp;
end
end
%y-direction
FYt(1:ngpXm,1) = 0.0;
for i = 1:ngpXm
for j = 2:ngpYm
FYt(i,j) = density*v_velocityv(i,j,t)*deltacvXm(i)*Cp;
end
end
%Diffusion terms for temperature equation
%x-direction
DXt(1,1:ngpYm) = 0.0;
for i = 2:ngpXm-1
for j = 1:ngpYm
DXt(i,j) = thermalcond*deltacvYm(j)/DeltagpXm(i);
end
end
DXt(ngpXm,1:ngpYm) = 0.0;
%y-direction
DYt(1:ngpXm,1) = 0.0;
for i = 1:ngpXm
for j = 2:ngpYm
DYt(i,j) = thermalcond*deltacvXm(i)/DeltagpYm(j);
end
end
%Peclet numbers for temperature equation
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PXu = FXt./(DXt+small_no);
PYu = FYt./(DYt+small_no);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Coefficients for temperature equation on main grid
%Outer ring
%Top
i = 1;
for j = 1:ngpYm
Sct(i,j) = 0.0;
Spt(i,j) = 0.0;
awt(i,j) = 0.0;
aet(i,j) = 0.0;
ast(i,j) = 0.0;
ant(i,j) = 0.0;
apot(i,j) = 0.0;
apt(i,j) = 1.0;
bsrct(i,j) = temperature_x0;
end
%Bottom
i = ngpXm;
for j = 2:ngpYm-1
Sct(i,j) = 0.0;
Spt(i,j) = 0.0;
awt(i,j) = 0.0;
aet(i,j) = 0.0;
ast(i,j) = 0.0;
ant(i,j) = 0.0;
apot(i,j) = 0.0;
apt(i,j) = 1.0;
bsrct(i,j) = temperature_xL;
end
%Left
j = 1;
for i = 2:ngpXm
Sct(i,j) = 0.0;
Spt(i,j) = 0.0;
awt(i,j) = 0.0;
aet(i,j) = 0.0;
ast(i,j) = 0.0;
ant(i,j) = 0.0;
apot(i,j) = 0.0;
apt(i,j) = 1.0;
bsrct(i,j) = temperature_y0;
end
%Right
j = ngpYm;
for i = 2:ngpXm
Sct(i,j) = 0.0;
Spt(i,j) = 0.0;
awt(i,j) = 0.0;
aet(i,j) = 0.0;
ast(i,j) = 0.0;
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ant(i,j) = 0.0;
apot(i,j) = 0.0;
apt(i,j) = 1.0;
bsrct(i,j) = temperature_yL;
end
%Interior points
for i = 2:ngpXm-1
for j = 2:ngpYm-1
Sct(i,j) = 0.0;
Spt(i,j) = 0.0;
awt(i,j) = DXt(i,j)*APL(PXt(i,j))+max(FXt(i,j),0);
aet(i,j) = DXt(i+1,j)*APL(PXt(i+1,j))+max(-FXt(i+1,j),0);
ast(i,j) = DYt(i,j)*APL(PYt(i,j))+max(FYt(i,j),0);
ant(i,j) = DYt(i,j+1)*APL(PYt(i,j+1))+max(-FYt(i,j+1),0);
apot(i,j) = Cv*density*deltacvXm(i)*deltacvYm(j)/dt;
apt(i,j) = (awt(i,j)+aet(i,j)+ast(i,j)+ant(i,j)+apot(i,j)-Spt(i,j)*deltacvXm(i)*deltacvYm(j))/alpha_t;
bsrct(i,j) = deltacvXm(i)*deltacvYm(j)*Sct(i,j)+apot(i,j)*temperaturet(i,j,t-1)+(1alpha_t)*apt(i,j)*temperaturet(i,j,t);
end
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Solve temperature numerical equations
counttemp = 0;
while max(max(abs((temperaturet(:,:,t)-temperature_oldt(:,:,t))./(temperature_oldt(:,:,t)+small_no))))>error
counttemp = counttemp+1;
temperature_oldt = temperaturet;
temperaturet(:,:,t) = SOLVE(ngpstXm,ngpXm,ngpstYm,ngpYm,awt,aet,ast,ant,apt,bsrct,temperaturet(:,:,t));
end
temperaturet(ngpXm,:,t) = temperaturet(ngpXm-1,:,t);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Nusselt number calculation here.
%U-velocities at main grid points where temperatures are located
i=1;
Tbnum = 0.0;
Tbden = 0.0;
for j = 1:ngpYm
Tbnum = Tbnum+(density*Cp*u_velocityu(i+1,j,t)*temperaturet(i,j,t)*deltacvYm(j));
Tbden = Tbden+(density*Cp*u_velocityu(i+1,j,t)*deltacvYm(j));
end
temperatureb(i,t) = Tbnum/(Tbden+small_no);
i=2;
Tbnum = 0.0;
Tbden = 0.0;
for j = 1:ngpYm
velocity = (u_velocityu(2,j,t)*(xu(3)-xm(2))+u_velocityu(3,j,t)*(xm(2)-xu(2)))/(xu(3)-xu(2)); %Interpolate velocity
Tbnum = Tbnum+(density*Cp*velocity*temperaturet(i,j,t)*deltacvYm(j));
Tbden = Tbden+(density*Cp*velocity*deltacvYm(j));
end
temperatureb(i,t) = Tbnum/(Tbden+small_no);
for i = 3:ngpXm-2
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Tbnum = 0.0;
Tbden = 0.0;
for j = 1:ngpYm
velocity = (u_velocityu(i,j,t)*(xu(i+1)-xm(i))+u_velocityu(i+1,j,t)*(xm(i)-xu(i)))/(xu(i+1)-xu(i));
Tbnum = Tbnum+(density*Cp*velocity*temperaturet(i,j,t)*deltacvYm(j));
Tbden = Tbden+(density*Cp*velocity*deltacvYm(j));
end
temperatureb(i,t) = Tbnum/(Tbden+small_no);
end
i = ngpXm-1;
Tbnum = 0.0;
Tbden = 0.0;
for j = 1:ngpYm
velocity = (u_velocityu(i,j,t)*(xu(i+1)-xm(i))+u_velocityu(i+1,j,t)*(xm(i)-xu(i)))/(xu(i+1)-xu(i)); %Interpolate
velocity
Tbnum = Tbnum+(density*Cp*velocity*temperaturet(i,j,t)*deltacvYm(j));
Tbden = Tbden+(density*Cp*velocity*deltacvYm(j));
end
temperatureb(i,t) = Tbnum/(Tbden+small_no);
i = ngpXm;
Tbnum = 0.0;
Tbden = 0.0;
for j = 1:ngpYm
Tbnum = Tbnum+(density*Cp*u_velocityu(i,j,t)*temperaturet(i,j,t)*deltacvYm(j));
Tbden = Tbden+(density*Cp*u_velocityu(i,j,t)*deltacvYm(j));
end
temperatureb(i,t) = Tbnum/(Tbden+small_no);
for i=1:ngpXm
convheatcoeft(i) = (thermalcond*(temperature_yL-temperaturet(i,ngpYm1,t)))/(DeltagpYm(ngpYm)*(temperature_yL-temperatureb(i,t)));
end
Nut(:,t) = convheatcoeft(:)*2.0*height/thermalcond;
for i=1:ngpXm
convheatcoefb(i) = thermalcond*(temperature_y0-temperaturet(i,2,t))/(DeltagpYm(2)*(temperature_y0temperatureb(i,t)));
end
Nub(:,t) = convheatcoefb(:)*2.0*height/thermalcond;
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%non dimensionlazing the variables
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Xi(1:ngpXm) = 0.0;
for i=1:ngpXm
Xi(i) = (8*xm(i)*2)/(3*Re(t)*Pr*height);
end
%Heat flux and dimensionless heat flux
q_wb(:,:) = thermalcond*(temperature_y0-temperaturet(:,2,:))/DeltagpYm(2);
den = 2*thermalcond*(temperature_y0-temperature_i)/height;
qstar = q_wb/den;
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tau = (thermalcond*time*4)/(density*Cp*height*height);
yu_non = yu/height;
xv_non = xu/height;
yv_non = yv/height;
xm_non = xm/height;
ym_non = ym/height;
u_non = u_velocityu/inlet_velocity;
v_non = v_velocityv/inlet_velocity;
for t=1:nt
p_non(:,:,t) = (pressurep(:,:,t)-maxp(t))/(0.5*density*inlet_velocity.^2);
end
temperature_s = temperature_y0;
for t=1:nt
t_non(:,:,t) = (temperature_s-temperaturet(:,:,t))./(temperature_s-temperatureb(:,t));
end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Plots
%Surface plot of u-velocities
for t=1:nt
figure(1);
surf(yu_non,Xi(2:ngpXm),u_non(2:ngpXm,:,t),'FaceColor','interp');
xlabel('Nondimensional y'); ylabel('Nondimensional x'); zlabel('Nondimensional u velocity');
set(gca,'fontsize', 20);
colorbar('AxisLocation','out');
pause(0.1);
end
%
% %Surface plot of v-velocities
for t=1:nt
figure(2);
surf(yv_non(2:ngpYm),Xi,v_non(:,2:ngpYm,t),'FaceColor','interp');
xlabel('Nondimensional y'); ylabel('Nondimensional x'); zlabel('Nondimensional v velocity');
set(gca,'fontsize', 20);
colorbar('AxisLocation','out');
pause(0.1);
end
%
% %Surface plots of pressures
for t=1:nt
figure(3);
surf(ym_non,Xi,p_non(:,:,t),'FaceColor','interp');
xlabel('Nondimensional y'); ylabel('Nondimensional x'); zlabel('Nondimensional Pressure');
set(gca,'fontsize', 20);
colorbar('AxisLocation','out');
pause(0.01);
end
% Surface plots of Temperature
for t=1:nt
figure(4);
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surf(ym_non,Xi,t_non(:,:,t),'FaceColor','interp');
xlabel('Nondimensional y'); ylabel('Nondimensional x'); zlabel('Nondimensional Temperature');
set(gca,'fontsize', 20);
colorbar('AxisLocation','out');
pause(0.1);
end
% Nusselt number Plots
for t=1:nt
figure(5);
hold on;
plot(Xi,Nut);
xlabel('Nondimensional x'); ylabel('Nu');
%axis([0 length/height 5.0 15.0]);
set(gca,'fontsize', 20);
end
%
for t=1:nt
figure(6);
hold on;
plot(Xi,Nub);
xlabel('Nondimensional x'); ylabel('Nu');
%axis([0 length/height 5.0 15.0]);
set(gca,'fontsize', 20);
end
%
% Heat flux plot
for i=1:ngpXm
figure(7);
hold on;
plot(tau(:),qstar(i,:));
end
% countuvp
% counttemp
% dpdx

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%SOLVE function with alternating direction sweeps using TDMA
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function phi = SOLVE(ngpstX,ngpX,ngpstY,ngpY,aw,ae,as,an,ap,bsrc,phi)
size = max(ngpX,ngpY);
a(1:size) = 0.0;
b(1:size) = 0.0;
c(1:size) = 0.0;
d(1:size) = 0.0;
%Lines in the y-direction sweeping from xlow to xhigh
for i = 2:ngpX-1
for j = 1:ngpY
a(j) = ap(i,j);
b(j) = an(i,j);
c(j) = as(i,j);
d(j) = bsrc(i,j)+ae(i,j)*phi(i+1,j)+aw(i,j)*phi(i-1,j);
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end
nstart = ngpstY;
nend = ngpY;
phi(i,:) = TDMA(nstart,nend,a,b,c,d);
end
%Lines in the x-direction sweeping from ylow to yhigh
for j = 2:ngpY-1
for i = 1:ngpX
a(i) = ap(i,j);
b(i) = ae(i,j);
c(i) = aw(i,j);
d(i) = bsrc(i,j)+as(i,j)*phi(i,j-1)+an(i,j)*phi(i,j+1);
end
nstart = ngpstX;
nend = ngpX;
phi(:,j) = TDMA(nstart,nend,a,b,c,d);
end
%Lines in the y-direction sweeping from xhigh to xlow
for i = ngpX-1:-1:2
for j = 1:ngpY
a(j) = ap(i,j);
b(j) = an(i,j);
c(j) = as(i,j);
d(j) = bsrc(i,j)+ae(i,j)*phi(i+1,j)+aw(i,j)*phi(i-1,j);
end
nstart = ngpstY;
nend = ngpY;
phi(i,:) = TDMA(nstart,nend,a,b,c,d);
end
%Lines in the x-direction sweeping from yhigh to ylow
for j = ngpY-1:-1:2
for i = 1:ngpX
a(i) = ap(i,j);
b(i) = ae(i,j);
c(i) = aw(i,j);
d(i) = bsrc(i,j)+as(i,j)*phi(i,j-1)+an(i,j)*phi(i,j+1);
end
nstart = ngpstX;
nend = ngpX;
phi(:,j) = TDMA(nstart,nend,a,b,c,d);
end
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%TDMA Function
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function phi = TDMA(nstart,nend,a,b,c,d)
P(1:nend) = 0.0;
Q(1:nend) = 0.0;
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phi(1:nend) = 0.0;
P(nstart) = b(nstart)/a(nstart);
Q(nstart) = d(nstart)/a(nstart);
for i = nstart+1:nend
P(i) = b(i)/(a(i)-c(i)*P(i-1));
Q(i) = (d(i)+c(i)*Q(i-1))/(a(i)-c(i)*P(i-1));
end
phi(nend) = d(nend);
for i = nend-1:-1:nstart
phi(i) = P(i)*phi(i+1)+Q(i);
end
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Power Law Function
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function answer = APL(P)
answer = max(0,(1-0.1*abs(P))^5);
end
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